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Abstract 
A new formulation of the rr-calculus, where name instantiation is handled explicitly via the 
introduction of a suitable combinator, is presented. The bisimulation semantics originally devel- 
oped for the n-calculus are retrieved by giving the description of the corresponding strategies for 
name instantiation. The explicit handling of name instantiation allows us to reduce the rr-calculus 
transitional semantics to a standard SOS framework. Hence, T-calculus bisimulation models can 
take fully advantage of the SOS meta-theory developed for ‘static’ process calculi. For instance, 
complete axiomatic characterizations of n-calculus bisimulation equivalences can be automati- 
cally derived by turning SOS rules into equations. This formulation of the n-calculus is very 
promising for the development of semantic-based automatic verification tools. 
0. Introduction 
The n-calculus [17] is a calculus able to express concurrent computations of ‘mobile’ 
processes, i.e. agents with a communication topology which is dynamically changing. 
The concept of naming is the basic computational paradigm of the n-calculus: names 
arc first class entities which can be dynamically created, transmitted in interactions 
between processes and tested for equality. 
In the n-calculus names have two main roles: they serve to indicate communication 
channels and they are variables ranging over communication channels. In fact, inputting 
a name corresponds to syntactically have a formal binder which refers to ‘holes’ to 
be filled with the actual name of the received communication channel. Hence, name 
instantiation plays a major role in the n-calculus operational semantics. For instance, 
the n-calculus rule for communication takes the form 
(1) 
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Here, P -% P’ means that the process P evolves into P’ by outputting the name y 
over the channel named SC, and Q .(,, Q’ indicates that the process Q evolves into 
Q’ by inputting any name, formally called z, over the link 3~. The expression P’ 1 
Q’{y/z} denotes the parallel process where all the free occurrences of the name 
z in Q’ are replaced by the name y, with suitable cr-conversions to avoid name 
captures. 
Substitution of names for names crucially manifests itself also in the definition of 
behavioural equivalences. In the observational semantics of process calculi, the most 
assessed mechanism to define behavioural equivalences on processes is that of bisi- 
mulution [ 19, 151. For two agents P and Q to be considered bisimilar, it is required 
that each transition from P is matched by a transition from Q and vice versa, leading 
again to equivalent derivatives P’ and Q’. When dealing with the rc-calculus, the simu- 
lation of an input transition is generally rather complicated as the actual instantiation of 
the placeholder must be taken into account. For instance, the Late bisimulation relation 
[17] has a strong requirement on input actions: 
if P 2 P’ then Q’ exists such that Q 2 Q’ and, for all w, P’{w/y} 
is bisimilar to Q’{w/y}. 
The universal quantification on the name w gives raise to an injinite number of con- 
ditions to be checked, each test involving not just the derivatives of P and of Q, but 
rather their instances. 
Due to the fact that name instantiation is a meta-syntactic operation, the rc-calculus 
transitional semantics does not fit with any of the formats of structured operational 
semantics (SOS) [20]. A format is a constraint on the syntactic structure of the SOS 
inference rules such that some general theorems hold (e.g. ‘bisimulation is a congru- 
ence’ [5,3, lo]) for all the process combinators whose behaviour can be described 
within the format. Finally, even if the n-calculus owes a lot to CCS [14], the algo- 
rithms developed for CCS automated verification tools (e.g. [4]) cannot be directly 
reused for it. Summarizing, both theoretical and practical considerations call for an 
explicit handling of name instantiation. 
In this paper, we provide a new but equivalent formulation of the x-calculus, where 
name instantiation is handled explicitly via the introduction of a suitable combina- 
tor. We now explain the approach. Assume that 5 represents some association among 
names. If P is a rc-calculus process, we consider the pair 5 :: P as being an agent 
of a new calculus we call rcc-calculus. The process 4 :: P describes an intermediate 
state of a n-calculus computation: P gives the part of the program which has still to 
be executed, while 4: keeps track of the name instantiations carried on in the past of 
the ongoing computation. Hence, 5 can be viewed as an environment giving the actual 
associations of names. 
The ability of communicating names is handled by an operation which updates the 
environment with a new association. For instance, the name communication described 
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in (1) becomes 
5 :: PlQ -k 4 + (y,z> :: P’IQ’ 
where the sum operation in < + (y, z) extends the environment < with the association 
between y and z. 
In order to deal both with processes and environments, we actually need a two-level 
transition system. The lower-level transition system leaves environments unaffected, it 
only works on n-calculus agents. This transition system symbolically makes explicit the 
requirements on names which are to be met in order to actually perform the transition. 
For instance, the Restriction rule of the rr-calculus: 
P 5 P' 
TYP 5 (YIP' 
y #n(a) 
where n(m) denotes the names appearing in CI, is rendered as something like the fol- 
lowing: 
x,C and y@~(“) 
(YP - (YY 
where C is the obligation on names which has to hold in order for P to become P’ 
by performing 1. 
Since name instantiation has now a syntactic counterpart in terms of environments, 
an inference rule is needed to describe the operational behaviour of the agents of the 
form 5 :: P. That inference rule is as follows: 
The idea is that a step in the execution of a process (the transition P 3 P’) has a 
side effect over the environment. The possibly many-valued function u takes care of 
extending the environment 5 with the name associations activated by the transition. 
The function 6 yields the observable result of the transition. 
The obligation C plays a major role in the applicability of the above rule: whenever 
the requirements in C are not satisfied, the set r([, CI, C) is empty. Anyway, the result 
function 6 computes concrete (vs. symbolic) labels, and the ordinary Strong bisimu- 
lation can be used to equate rc<-processes. So, our approach is rather different than 
those proposed in [ 11,221, where the operational use of conditional labels shows up in 
the definition of bisimulations which are got as closures on top of families of indexed 
relations. 
We prove that the strategies for name instantiation can be uniformly described by 
convenient formulations of the functions g and 6. Here we show how the Late [ 171 and 
the Early [18] n-calculus semantics can be retrieved by suitable definitions of (q, 6). 
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Other semantics based on different policies for name instantiation can be characterized 
as well. 
Some basic properties characterize the ret-calculus semantics. We prove that envi- 
ronments have fully abstract semantics, in the sense that they include the minimal 
information needed to distinguish between observationally inequivalent processes. 
Moreover, at any time during execution only finitely many names are considered. 
It turns out that finite rt-calculus processes can be always represented by labelled 
trees with a jinite branching degree. Up-to-date the only tree-like representations of 
rc-calculus terms are the so-called ‘conditional trees’ [22]. They are trees whose 
branches, besides being labelled by actions, may also be labelled by predicates on 
names (e.g. x = y). In view of the finite branching property and of the lack of run- 
time modification of processes, our tree-like representation of n-calculus processes is 
more amenable to form the basis for the design of semantic-based verification tools [7]. 
In this paper we present a general procedure for converting the rc-calculus transi- 
tion semantics into a standard SOS framework. The resulting SOS rules fit in a mild 
generalization [6] of De Simone format [5]. As a consequence, in the case of finite 
processes, the axiomatic characterization(s) of the rc-calculus bisimulation( s) can be 
automatically derived without caring of the specific issue of naming but by simply 
using a general procedure which only analyzes the structure of the inference rules [l]. 
As a final remark notice that, although naming is explicitly handled, our work is only 
remotely related to the nameless approaches to J-calculi (e.g. the De Bruijn notation). 
Here, as the management of a-conversion would add no understanding to the core 
feature of naming, we work under hypotheses which make u-conversion completely 
useless. 
0.1. Outline of the paper 
The paper, which is an extended version of l-81, is organized as follows. Section 1 
is devoted to present the two-level transition system semantics. Section 2 discusses 
the Early and Late strategies for name instantiation and the corresponding bisimulation 
semantics. Section 3 presents a new strategy for name instantiation. This strategy, called 
Lazy, comes naturally out from our formulation of the rr-calculus and it is a general- 
ization of the Late strategy: the observable behaviours of processes are functions on all 
the past input actions, and names are instantiated only when it is strictly necessary. We 
prove that the Lazy schema leads to a bisimulation semantics which is stronger than 
both the Early and the Late semantics. The equational characterization of the Early and 
of the Late equivalences are presented in Section 4. In that section we also prove that 
environments have the minimal information which is needed to distinguish between 
observational inequivalent processes, Finally, the technical details of the various proofs 
and constructions are all reported in the appendix. 
Familiarity with the Early and with the Late rc-calculus semantics will be helpful in 
reading the paper. Moreover, as this is not an introductory paper on the n-calculus and 
on complete axiomatizations of bisimulation from SOS, we will often refer the reader 
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to the literature for examples and motivations. Precise pointers to the literature will be 
given wherever necessary. 
1. The x(-calculus 
We start by reviewing the syntax of the 7c-calculus. Let J’” be a denumerably infinite 
set of names (ranged over by x, y, z, . .). The syntax of n-calculus agents (ranged over 
by P, Q, . .) is defined by 
P ::= 0 inaction 
1 a.P prefix 
1 [x = y]P match 
PSP non deterministic choice 
PIP parallel composition 
(Y)P restriction 
!P replication or bang 
Prefixes a are given by 
2 ::= 
I Z(Y) 
silent action 
input action 
I XY output action 
The prefix x(y) means ‘input some name along the link named x and call it y’. The 
prefix Xy means ‘output the name y along the link named x’. The prefix Xy is called 
free output, as opposed to the bound output Z(y). This last action is not available at 
the syntactic level and denotes the ability of communicating the private name y. Either 
in x(y) or in ly or in X(y), the name x is said the subject, while y is called the object. 
The prefix x(y) is called bound input as it binds the occurrences of the name Y, 
which we often refer to as placeholder. Another kind of formal binder is the restriction 
operator (y) in (y)P. If a name is not bound, it is called free. The set of the names 
which occur free in an action c1 (agent P) is written fn(~) (fin(P)). Dually, the set of 
bound names is written bn(cc) (bn(P)). We sometimes writefn(P, Q) as an abbreviation 
for fn(P) Ufi(Q). The set of the names of an action CI (agent P) is defined to be the 
union of its free and bound names and it is written n(a) (n(P)). Obviously, n(z)=B. 
Although z-calculus processes are usually defined modulo a-conversion, here, we 
forbid multiple bindings of the same name, thus completely keeping away the issue 
of c+conversion. In other words, we assume that there is no homonymy either among 
bound names or among free and bound names. This assumption on names could be 
fulfilled, for instance, by indexing names with the access path in the process leading 
to their declarations (in the spirit of the De Bruijn notation for the I-calculus). Since 
the details of nameless notation are rather intricate and would have led to a heavier 
presentation, we preferred to assume that all names are distinct. 
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In what follows, if it is not stated otherwise, we will always consider rc-calculus 
processes which satisfy the non-homonymy condition. 
1.0. The symbolic operational semantics 
We first define an operational semantics in the style of Plotkin [20]. It is called 
symbolic in that neither requirements on names are checked, nor name instantiation is 
applied. Both requirements and name instantiation are made symbolic via a labelled 
transition system where transition labels o are pairs of the form (~1, C). The first 
component is essentially a rc-calculus action. The second component of the pair is a 
logical formula, called obligation, which collects and represents symbolically all the 
constraints on names which are to be met for the applicability of the rule. The symbolic 
operational semantics is reported in Table 1. Transition labels (see Table 2) form an 
algebra with several operations: an Observation Algebra in the spirit of [6]. 
Notice that, differently from the original operational semantics of the n-calculus, 
communication is characterized by a single inference rule. More precisely, we avoided 
to use the Close rule which describes the communication of a private name and causes 
a restriction to appear on top of the synchronizing processes. 
In the ret-calculus the information about the privacy of names is completely and 
consistently captured by environments. Therefore, before plunging processes into 
Table 1 
The z(-calculus symbolic operational semantics 
(T,fme) 
t.P - P 
MY)A) 
x(y).P + P 
P 5 P’ 
x)t, p (Xy,xl) p 
Go [x = y]P - P’ 
P -% P’ 
P+QzPI 
P API 
PIQ 2+ P’IQ 
P 5 P’ 
0’ 
2 Q-Q’ 
P/Q mz P’lQ’ 
Q Z, Q’ 
P+QsQ’ 
Q 5 Q’ 
PIQ 2+ PIQ’ 
PAP’ 
(y)P z P’ 
P 5 P’ 
(y)P 2 (y)P’ 
!P 5 P’ 
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Table 2 
Collecting obligations 
(Q/~LCI A C2 An = 2) if al E {XY,?(JJ)}, C; = x 1 AC, 
XlCI II (12,c;) = 
and a2 = Z(W), C; = z 1 AC, 
or symmetrically 
(Glse) otherwise 
%‘(G C) = 
(X,CAy#z) iffa=Zz 
(x,c) otherwise 
o,v (‘Z, C) = 
(Z(z). C A y = z) if r = Xz 
(a,fdse) otherwise 
environments, we impose a consistency requirement: no process must be allowed to 
commit on a link which is not known outside. That is why the input and the output 
transition labels include the obligation xl. We actually demand for an a posteriori 
check on the fact that the communication channel is globally known. 
The non-homonymy condition has to hold dynamically for any expansion of the 
replicated process !P. That is why in the premise of the rule for the bang operator 
a ‘decorated’ version of P is used. The decoration operator (__)dec is meant to assure 
that any parallel copy of the agent P borns uniquely its bound names. To this purpose, 
letting k be a natural number, we use y@) to indicate that the name y has k apices. 
Then, whenever kl # k2, yckl) # yck2), while y is a short-hand for y(O). We feel free to 
omit the indication of apices when it is clear from the context the identity of names. 
Formally, ( __)dec is defined as follows: 
(Op = 0 
(xP)dec = u.(P)dec if a=z or cz=Xy 
(X(y’k’).p)d”” z X(y(k+l)).(~{y(k+l)/y(k)})dec 
([X = y]P)d”” = [x = y](P)d”” 
(P, + P#C = (P,)d”” + (P#“” 
(P, (P#C = (P#ec((P#c 
((y’k’)p)d= = (y(k+‘))(~{~(k+‘)/~(k)})dec 
(!P)dec ,!(P)dec 
where P{y(k+‘)/y(k)} indicates the substitution of y@+‘) for y@) in P. 
Proposition 1. Let P be a n-calculus process which satisfies the non-homonym); 
condition, also let P % P’. Then P’ satisfies the non-homonymy condition. 
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As an instance of the symbolic operational semantics, observe that the following 
transition is derivable: 
p 6%) p, Q (z*) Q, 
(r>false) 
PIQ - P'IQ 
As the premises are both output actions, no communication is expected to occur, and 
indeed the obligation of the conclusion is the boolean constant false. 
As a more illuminating example, let us now consider the following transition: 
The operator ]I of the observation algebra encapsulates in the obligation the requirement 
that processes do communicate on the same port. Indeed, in order for processes P and 
Q to be able to communicate, names x and z must be equal. Since name instantiation 
is never applied to processes, we do not know the actual name associations; hence we 
collect the requirement x=z on the equality of link names. The label of the transition 
is z[y/w], recording the name instantiation activated by the communication. 
Notice that the communication between P and Q depends on the obligation (Cl ACzA 
x = z) which discharges both xl and z 1. These last obligations ask for the globality 
of the scope of names, while agents must always be able to communicate on the same 
private name, as it would be the case for the process (x)(Zy.O 1 x(w).O). 
As we will point out in full detail later, the obligation on the scope of names intro- 
duced on the prefix subject makes useless other constraints on the same name. Indeed, 
when LY E {x(z),Zz,Z,(z)}, the operation vY (a, C), which should yield an obligation en- 
capsulating the side condition y $ n(u), does not add to C the inequality constraint 
y # x. One probably would have expected the definition of V~(CI, C) to be 
vJ44C) = C (CI, C A y # 2 A y # X) if aE {x(z),~z,X(z)} (GI,C) otherwise 
The definition of Table 2 is optimized w.r.t. the hypotheses on the non-homonymy of 
names. This ensures, as the definition of vY(tx, C) is concerned, that whenever CI is a 
bound action, its formal parameter is distinct from the restricted name y. 
A final example of the symbolic semantics concerns replication. Assume that P is 
the process (y)xy.O and let o = (Y(y(‘)),xJ A y (*) = y(l)), then we have the following. 
$) W(‘),xl) o 
(P)d”” -% 0 
(Pp ) ! ((Ppy 5 0 ( ! ((Ppyc 
!(P)d”” A 0 I!((P)de”)dec 
PI !(P)dec -5 P 1 0 I!((P)dec)dec 
!P -% P IO ( !((P)dec)dec 
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1.1. Plunging processes in to environments 
In order to explicitly deal with naming, we introduce the notion of environment. 
An environment is a set of equations on three distinct entities: names, constants, and 
variables. 
Let 9 be a denumerably infinite set of constants (ranged over by c, cl, ~2,. .). Let 
V be a set of typed variables (ranged over by v) with one variable for type, each type 
being a finite subset of 9. More precisely, v : D indicates that the variable z! takes 
values in the finite set D c 9%. We assume that the sets of names ..4’ of constants 9, 
and of variables Y are disjoint. 
Before stating the actual definition of environments, we try to give an informal feel- 
ing about them. Assume that the n-calculus process P is plunged into the environment 
[. The information collected by t may be of the following kinds. The association x<c 
indicates that x is a free name. The association xty says that the names x and .1: are 
indeed the same even if they are syntactically different. This identification can have 
been caused by a communication. More interesting are the associations of the form 
x{(v : 0). Here, x was the object of an input action: it was associated with a variable 
which may take as value any of the constants in D. If there is no pair xic or xtv, 
then the name x is not known in the environment, i.e. independently on the fact that 
x E h(P), it is in every respect a private name of P. 
Definition 2 (Environments). An environment 4 (the family of all the environments 
is denoted by 8) is an equivalence relation over NU % U Y“ which is: (i) consistent, 
i.e. ci<Cj implies ci =cj; (ii) finitely active, i.e. the set {(a, 6) 1 a@,a#b} is finite. A 
variable v is active in [ iff there exists a # v with vta. A constant c is uctive in 
l iff there exists either a fc with c<a or a variable 1: : D which is active in < and 
c E 1). 
In view of the consistency requirement, we shall let 5 sometimes assume the reading 
of a partial function. More precisely, whenever c&z, we will denote the constant c as 
((a). Furthermore, the partial function <(__) is defined on y (denoted by &)I) iff 
for some a E 9 U V it holds y<a. If Q_-) is not defined on y, then we write ((.v)t. 
Definition 3 (n<-caZculus). A 7c<-calculus process S is of the form 5 :: P, where < is 
an environment and P is a n-calculus process. The following inference rule describes 
the operational behaviour of rc<-calculus agents. It is more properly a rule schema, 
as it describes the behaviour of the family of unary operators 5 :: __ rather than the 
behaviour of the binary operator __ :: _: 
(*) 
The function q is called the update function. It yields a set of environments, as the 
execution of a step of a process can non deterministically result in one of several 
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possible environments. The function 6 yields an element of the domain of results 
(ranged over by p, pi,. . .). It is called the result function. 
To establish a meaningful correspondence between x-calculus and rcl-calculus agents, 
we must associate initial ng-processes to rc-processes. In order to avoid confusion 
between free and bound names of processes, we assume that the free and the bound 
names of any process P are taken from two disjoint, infinite subsets of JV, called Ju; 
and J+&, respectively. Similarly, we assume that the set of constants 9 is partitioned 
into two disjoint sets 9[ and C&r. 
Definition 4 (Initial environments). Letting NC Ju;, the initial environment 5” is de- 
fined as 5” = {(a, a) 1 a E JV U 9 U Y} + {(x, z(x)) 1 x E N} where, letting R be any 
relation over JV U ~2 U V, 5: + R is defined as the smallest equivalence relation includ- 
ing (5 U R), and z : ~4( -+ 9, is bijective, with G@ n gRk, = 8, 9r U gRkr = 22, and 
& n _A& = 0, A( u & = X 
Definition 5 (Reachability). The rcr-process r :: P’ is preachable iff for some rc- 
process P and set N such that fn(P) C N C A$ it holds that t” :: P +*< :: P’, where 
S * S’ iff 3p : S&S’, and --D* is the reflexive and transitive closure of --D. 
An environment 5 is q-reachable iff there exists P’ such that r :: P’ is q-reachable. 
During the execution of a &-process, we need to generate fresh constants and fresh 
variables. As it is the case for store allocation and deallocation in the denotational se- 
mantics of block programming languages, we assume the existence of suitable functions 
on environments: 
NewV : d + 27 + V H :d+27 : d --t Y -+ & EraseV 
The application New9 5 (resp. NewV 5 : D) returns a constant (resp. a variable of 
type 0) which is inactive in r. The function & (resp. M ) returns the finite 
set of all the constants (resp. the typed variables) which are active in the argument. 
Finally, the application EraseY &I returns an environment like t but where v is made 
inactive, i.e. where all and only the associations (a, v), a # v, in 4 are erased. To 
make the management mechanism for constants and variables as invisible as possible 
to external observers, we assume that the New9 (resp. NewV) function just depends 
on the active ‘run-time’ constants (resp. the active variables and their types) in the 
argument. Namely, 
(m 51 fl G&) = (& (2 n 9&) implies New9 51 = New9 52. 
As a final remark, notice that the rules of the finite fragment of the transition system 
of Table 1 (i.e. all the rules of the symbolic semantics but that for the bang operator) 
fit with a mild generalization [6] of De Simone format [SJ where labels of transitions 
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are elements of an algebra with several operations rather than elements of a monoid 
of actions. Also the inference rule (*) falls inside the format. 
1.2. Strong hisimulation 
The nt-calculus operational semantics is still partially specified, as the actual defi- 
nitions of the functions q and 6 of (*) have not yet been stated. A concrete labelled 
transition system for the rc[-calculus is obtained by giving the actual definitions of 
functions q and 6, namely by describing concrete strategies for name instantiation. 
Any of the result functions 6 which we will consider in the following computes con- 
crete labels which do not include obligations anymore. Hence, the transition system 
induced by the pair (II, S) is a standard labelled transition system, and the ordinary 
Strong bisimulation [19] can be used to equate ret-calculus processes. 
Definition 6 (Strong bisimulation). A binary symmetric relation ,‘P on n[-calculus 
processes is a Strong bisimulation if &YSz implies that if Si -% Sl then for some 
Sl, S&O Si and SiP’Si. S1 is Strong bisimilar to SZ, if Si Y’S2 for some Strong 
bisimulation Y. The bisimulation over the labelled transition system induced by the 
pair (q, S) is denoted by N:. 
In the above definition we deliberately left the functions v] and 6 uninstantiated. We 
meant by this that it holds for any of the update and result functions which we shall 
take under consideration. 
2. The Early and the Late semantics 
Any input action contains a placeholder for the name which is going to be received. 
Deciding of committing on a link and choosing the actual input parameter may or may 
not be regarded as one atomic event. The Early and the Late paradigms differ on the 
kind of strategy adopted for instantiating the placeholder of input actions, 
For the inputting processes P and Q to be Early bisimilar, written P NE Q, it is 
required that for each name received by P there is a simulating transition of Q, and 
vice-versa. More precisely, 
if P % P’ and y $fi(P, Q), then for all w, there is Q’ such that 
Q 2 Q’ and P’{w/y} is Early bisimilar to Q’{w/y}. (E) 
By contrast, according to the Late paradigm, the act of committing on the input channel 
and the concrete instantiation of the placeholder are atomically distinct. So an agent, 
when choosing to input some value along a link, becomes a function depending on 
the actual transmitted parameter. Indeed, the input clause of the definition of the Late 
bisimulation requires that the derivatives of the inputting processes continue to simulate 
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Table 3 
Definition of (Q,&): the Early schema 
&55’ciC = case C( in 
~>~[X/Yl : T
3Y),XY : (5'(X),5'(Y)) 
X(Y) : (5'(X),5'(YN 
end-case 
for all the instantiations of the formal parameter. More precisely, for the inputting 
processes P and Q to be Late bisimilar, written P kL Q, the following is required: 
if P % P’ and y @fn(P, Q), then there is Q’ such that 
Q 2 Q’ and for all w, P’{w/y} is Late bisimilar to @{w/y}. (L) 
We now show that both the Early and the Late n-calculus bisimulations are char- 
acterized as ordinary Strong bisimulations over the labelled transition system of the 
7c5-calculus. 
We denote by I[Clr the evaluation of the obligation C in the environment c. The 
evaluation i[C]t returns a truth-value as it is defined below: 
[CDS: = case C in 
true : true 
false : false 
xl : &x)l + true, false 
x = y : xty --) true, false 
x # y : xty --) false, true 
CI A Cz : [CI]~ and [C215 
end-case 
The update and the result functions qh and 6, for the Early schema are reported in 
Table 3 in McCarthy style [ 131. 
We now comment on the definition of qE, where we coerce elements to be singleton 
sets. The first step is to check the evaluation of the obligation C in the environment 5. If 
the obligation evaluates to false then the function qE results in the empty set. Otherwise, 
depending on the structure of the action a, a further relation is possibly added to t. It 
can be easily shown that whenever 5 is q-reachable such a sum returns an environment 
in the sense of Definition 2, namely it does give raise to no inconsistency. Precisely 
it can be proven that whenever 5 is added with (y,c), it is the case that [(y)T. (See 
Proposition 19 and recall that z[x/y] is given raise by some input action z(y)). 
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Notice that, if <(y)r, then qE[~yC is exactly the same as r,~Z(,v)C, namely out- 
putting the free name y is the same as outputting a private name. This depends on the 
fact that the information about the privacy of names is consistently captured only at 
the semantic level (i.e. by environments), and not at the syntactic one. Here the action 
Xy is in any respect a bound output when [(y)T. 
In the case of an input action the function g, yields many environments, one for each 
possible choice of the constant c. Such a choice is based on the following observation. 
When the agent x(y). P fires the input action, the actually interesting instantiations of 
the formal parameter are all and only the free names of P. Namely, the free names 
of x(y). P (which are a subset of the names associated with the constants in & 0, 
plus a new name which you may think of as y itself or, equivalently, as the name 
associated with New%, 5. The definition of qEtx(y)C naturally corresponds to the Early 
view: name instantiation is performed as soon as an input transition is inferred. 
The result function 6, returns either z or the constants associated in the updated 
environment with the relevant names. Notice that the actual parameter of an input 
action is observable. This fact is worth of some more discussion. 
The Early bisimulation input clause (see (E)) is supplied with two universal quan- 
tifications: one on the actual parameter w and the other on the transition label x(y). By 
contrast, the definition of Strong bisimulation is equipped with one universal quantifi- 
cation only: the quantification on transition labels. Therefore, it is straightforward that 
in a Strong bisimulation setting one cannot hope to characterize the Early universal 
quantification on w without making the actual instantiation observable. 
In this respect, the definition of qr is in the spirit of the alternative Early semantics 
which was stated in [IS] in terms of Strong bisimulation over the specialized Early 
transition system. The Early transition system makes use of the so called j&e inputs. 
They naturally correspond to the kind of input actions obtained when translating CCS 
with value-passing into CCS with infinite sums. Indeed the free input prefix xy means 
‘input the name y along the link named x’. In order to obtain a flavour similar to that 
of free inputs, we did not need a specialized transition system. This is due to the fact 
that in our framework the name instantiation strategy is entirely coded by the update 
functi.on. 
Theorem 7 (Coincidence with the Early semantics). Let P, Q he n-calculus processes, 
and let N=fn(P,Q). Then P NE Q if (<” :: P) -ii (4” :: Q). 
We now turn to comment on the Late instantiation schema (see Table 4). The first 
step in computing the update i?mction qL consists in checking for the environment 
to contain an active variable. Notice that this reveals whether the action performed 
as last was an input or not. In fact, when an input occurs, a variable is created, 
and the association between that variable and the input object is added to the current 
environment. The variable is also given a type D representing the set of its possible 
instantiations. Analogously to the Early case, the possible instantiations are given by 
the constants already active plus a new one. 
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Table 4 
Definition of (qL,6~): the Late schema 
where 
&tl’aC = xtu - (5’(x),p), (uoid,p) 
where p = case G( in 
?WYl : z 
%J)m : (S’(x), 5’(Y)) 
X(Y) : 5’(x) 
end-case 
The Late instantiation strategy can be thought of as a ‘delayed’ Early instantiation. 
Indeed, the Late input step is deterministic, but, in the presence of an association 
X~(U : D), the function qr may yield as many environments as the possible choices 
of c in D. The actual cardinality of the set qI.SctC then depends on the evaluation of 
the obligation C in each of the environments obtained by associating v with a distinct 
constant in the set D. The variable is made inactive just after associating it with a 
constant. This assures that any variable may actively survive in the environment for 
one step only. 
Consider now the result function 6,. As it is the case for the Early schema, the 
actual input parameter (if any) is made observable. More precisely, the result function 
yields a pair. Its first component, if t contains an active variable u, is just the constant 
associated with v before making it inactive. It is the keyword void, otherwise. The 
second component of the pair is either z or the constant(s) associated with the relevant 
name(s). Here, differently from the Early schema, the parameter of the action x(y) 
is not relevant. Indeed, when inputting, the process becomes a function of the actual 
instantiation of y. The parameter will be observable at the next step. 
Theorem 8 (Coincidence with the Late semantics). Let P, Q be n-calculus processes, 
and let N=fn(P,Q). Then P kr Q if (t” :: P) -‘jt (5” :: Q). 
In the usual n-calculus transitional semantics there is no way to know whether 
the last move was an input action or not. So the observability of the actual input 
parameter has no precedent in the Late rc-calculus literature, as well as up-to-date the 
Late semantics was never characterized in terms of Strong bisimulation. As it is the 
case for the Early schema, it is fairly immediate that one cannot hope to characterize 
the Late universal quantification on w of (L) in a Strong bisimulation setting without 
resorting to the observability of the input parameter. Intuitively, the Strong bisimulation 
makes use of a sequence of quantifiers of the shape ‘QY, while the Late bisimulation 
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input clause adopts a sequence of the shape ‘V3d’. When checking the bisimilarity of 
two inputting processes, the universal quantification on w is simulated by collapsing 
it with the universal quantification on the labels of the transitions performed by the 
derivative processes. 
Also, one may get some intuitions on the role of the observability of the input pa- 
rameter by illustrating the idea underlying the ‘only if’ part of the proof of Theorem 8. 
Given a (Late) Strong bisimulation Y containing (r” :: P, 5” :: Q), it is a matter of 
constructing a Late bisimulation, say TY(~‘), for (P, Q). The construction is obviously 
based on a translation of pairs of rrt-calculus processes into pairs of n-agents. Starting 
from environments, the translation essentially generates the name substitutions to be 
applied to the rr-calculus component of rc[-processes. Given any pair in 9, the key 
point is that the same constant in the environments of the paired processes has to be 
substituted by the same name. Variables are dealt with as ‘multiple constants’: they 
are let to assume, one at a time, all the constants in their types. The observability of 
the actual input parameter guarantees that Y contains pairs of rc[-calculus processes 
where, after an input action, the respective parameters have been instantiated in the 
same way. This exactly captures the flavour of the Late bisimulation input clause. For 
(P’, Q’) E D(Y), and P’ x(y! P”, Q” is shown to exist such that Q’ x(y, Q”, and the 
relation Tr(Y) is proved to contain not only all the pairs (P”{w/y},Q”{wiy}), but 
also (if any) all the pairs of all their derivatives. 
Giving up the observability of the input object is the same as removing the universal 
quantification on w: one could at most characterize a relation requiring that, after an 
input action, some w and some z exist such that P”{w/y} is bisimilar to Q”{z/y}. 
For instance, letting N = {x,z}, without observing the instantiation of the input object, 
l‘ :: x(y).[y = xlr.0 would be bisimilar to 5’ :: x(y).[y = zlr.0, and, more subtly, 
5,” :: x(y).r.[y=x]r.O would be bisimilar to 5” :: x(y).z.[y=z]z.O. 
We now show two examples which enforce both the deterministic nature of the Late 
input, and the interpretation of the Late instantiation schema as a delayed Early one. 
Let 1’ =x(y).[y = zlr.0, and Q =x(y).r.O. The rc-processes P and Q are neither Early 
nor Late bisimilar. Letting N ={x,z}, the Early and the Late trees associated with the 
ret-calculus processes 0” :: P and < ” :: Q are depicted in Fig. 1. There ~1, ~2, and c3 
denote respectively 4 “(x), 5: “(z), and New.9(“. 
We conclude the section with some comments on the extension of our Late the- 
ory to the Weak case [16]. In the Late instantiation strategy, a r-step can convey 
extra information which is relative to the actual parameter of the past input move. 
For instance, consider the pair (c2,r) labelling a branch of the tree associated with 
the ret-calculus process t,’ :: P = 5” :: x(y).[y = ~17.0 (see Fig. 1, top right). 
Such a label cannot be safely viewed neither as observable nor as unobservable. In 
fact, t‘ :: P is expected to be Weak equivalent to {,” :: x(y).0 (which suggests to 
take (cz,r) as invisible), but the process 5” :: x(y).[y = zlr~x.0, whose associated 
tree is 
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Fig. 1, The Early (on the left) and the Late trees for 5”’ :: P (on the top) and 5 ” :: Q. 
is expected to be not Weak equivalent to (I” :: x(y).E~.0 (which suggests the contrary 
about (cz,z)). Concluding, the characterization of the Weak Late semantics on top of 
the proposed transition system needs the definition of an ad hoc double arrow relation 
[21]. This is not the case when the observability of the input parameter is guaranteed 
by letting the placeholder instantiation to become a distinguished operational move [9]. 
3. Generalizing the Late strategy: the Lazy semantics 
We already noticed that in the Late semantics any process, after inputting, actually 
becomes a function of the input parameter. The natural extension of this schema is the 
instantiation strategy where the association of variables with constants never occurs. 
We call Lazy the corresponding semantics. 
In the case of the Lazy schema, the observable result of a move of a process is 
a function which depends on the whole sequence of inputs performed in the ongoing 
computation. The Lazy strategy follows a ‘by need’ discipline: variables are constrained 
only when strictly necessary, namely only to make an obligation satisfyable. 
Because of the laziness in variable instantiation, some formal definitions must be 
refined. For instance, the evaluation of obligations can any longer be a boolean value. 
More precisely, in evaluating whether or not x = y in 4, one name out of x and y, 
or also both, might be associated with a variable. So the evaluation function [__j__ is 
specialized into [-_JjZ--, and &XX= ~~1’5 does not yield a boolean value, but it rather 
returns the constraint (~,y). Then the addition of < with (x,y) either respects, or 
induces the required equality, or causes inconsistency. Having to cope with inconsistent 
relations, a more general notion of sum operation on environments is needed. 
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Definition 9. Let RI, R2 be two relations over JV U G2 U -Y- or the distinguished element 
E $2 k” U 9 U V denoting the inconsistent relation. The sum RI + R2 is defined as 
if RI = E or R2 = E 
if (RI U Rz)+ is not consistent 
(RI U R2)+ otherwise 
where (RI U R2)t denotes the smallest equivalence relation including (RI U R2). 
Finally, the domain of results contains functions which, on some arguments, may 
return a distinguished error element. With a bit of overloading, we call it E. 
The evaluation, the update and the result functions [__ll__, qr, and 6, for the Lazy 
schema are reported in Table 5, where 4 denotes the empty relation. The evaluation 
function [Cs]“< yields either a finite relation over A‘U9UV; or the inconsistent relation 
E. As far as [x = vrt is concerned, notice that the operation of adding a constraint 
to the environment has to be performed only if (<(x)J, and &)J). If this is not the 
case, then we have just to test, as for the Early and for the Late schemata, whether or 
Table 5 
Definition of (Q,&): the Lazy schema 
l[Cnzg = case C in 
true : c$ 
false : E 
xl : 5(x)1 + 4, 6 
x = Y : (5(x)1 and 5(u)l) - ky), X~Y - 4,~ 
x # Y : X5Y - 6, 4 
Cl A c2 : ~clllz5+uc2nz5 
end-case 
y75rC = case 5 + [[Cgzg in 
c : 
51 : 
0 
case G( in 
T : 51 
WY1 : 51 + (Y>X) 
x(y) : 51 + (y,eg, : (@5, u NewyC,)) 
3Y)JY : el(Y)l - 51, t1 + (Y. L!!c!2SI) 
end-case 
end-case 
&5[‘xc = IdI : D, Rd, : D, case 5’ + ucjz5’ + C~=,(u,,d,) in 
E : c 
5, : case a in 
?ThYYl : T 
X(Y) : 51(-x) 
i 
X(Y)>XY : 51(1')-1 4 (Cl(~)~Sl(Y))~ 
end_case(tl(~).m:I) 
end-case 
where (01 :DI,...,L’~ : Dm}=&L D1CD2C...CD,,, 
- 
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not xtv. In fact, if &x)t or &)I, at least one name out of them is private. Hence, 
the issue of variable instantiation plays no role: no association can make x = y. 
Notice that the update function qZ is deterministic, i.e. the set qZ contains at most 
one element. This suggests, as it is the case of the Open bisimulation [22], that the 
Lazy bisimulation semantics may be easier to deal with and more useful in practice 
than the Early or the Late. 
The following result relates the equivalence -15 with both the Early and the Late 
bisimulation. 
Theorem 10 (Lazy implies Early and Late). Let P, Q be x-calculus processes, and 
let N=fn(P,Q). Then (<” :: P) -zz (5” :: Q) implies (5” :: P) -jf (5” :: Q) and 
(t” :: P) -if (5” :: Q). 
The above statement highlights that the functional nature of the Lazy instantiation 
schema is a generalization of the Late view. On this ground, without affecting the 
definition of qr, one might think of redefining 6, as a function 13; much in the spirit of 
6,. More precisely, as in the definition of Table 4, any variable should remain active 
for one step only, but SL, in the presence of an outstanding input, should be a function 
of the input parameter. We already pointed out the need of making the instantiation 
observable, and indeed the pair (qL, 8;) would not characterize the Late semantics. 
To clarify this point with an example, consider the two 7c-calculus processes P = 
x(y).z.[y = xlz.0, and Q = x(~).z.[~ = zlr.0. They are not Late bisimilar as it is not 
the case that, for all w, (r.[w = xlz.0) behaves the same as (r.[w = ~17.0). On the 
contrary, letting N = {x,z}, and D = {tN(x), 5’“(z),New9 tN}, the behaviours of the 
n<-calculus processes 5” :: P, and 5” :: Q under (ylL,8~) would be both described by 
the following unique tree: 
.d.--k.-L. 
?(x) 2d:D.z 
Hence, 5” :: P and 5” :: Q would be identified by the bisimulation induced by (qL, 8:). 
This depends on the loss of information induced by variable instantiations. The assign- 
ment of the variable in (5” :: P”) = (r” + (y,u : D) :: [y = xlz.0) with t”‘(x) gives 
the same observable result as instantiating u with lN(z) in (4” :: Q”) = (5” + (y, u : 
D) :: [y=z]z.O). By contrast, in a Lazy setting, the conditions y=x, and respectively 
y = z are implicitly observable. In fact, the results out of the moves of r” :: P” and 
of 5” :: Q” are still functions. Precisely, (Ad : D.d = t’(x) --) 7,~) and (Ad : D.d = 
tN(z) --) T,E), respectively. Summarizing, functions as observations have to be aban- 
doned as soon as variables are explicitly instantiated, i.e. as soon as the determinism 
of the update function gets lost. 
Both the Lazy and the Open [22] bisimulations are based on a call-by-need 
instantiation discipline. Despite of that analogy, they are uncomparable, as it can be 
checked by considering the two following pairs of rc-calculus processes, which are, 
and, resp. are not, Open bisimilar: (x(y).r.O, x(y).(z.O + [JJ = z]z.O)), and (Xz.0 1 
z(y).O, Xz.z(y).O + z(y).~z.O). Let again N = {x,z} and imagine to plunge the above 
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processes into the environment gN, so getting the corresponding n<-calculus pairs. The 
two processes 5’ :: Xz.0 ) z(y).0 and <” :: ~z.z(y).O + z(y).Xz.O are Lazy bisimilar, 
but the two processes l” :: x(y).z.O and 5”’ :: xfy).(z.O + [y = ~12.0) are not. In 
fact, the derivative of <” :: x(y).(z.O + [y = ~12.0) produces a transition labelled by 
(l,d : D.d = y( z --+ z, E) which the derivative of l” :: x(y).r.O cannot match. ) 
4. Full abstractness and equationa characterization 
The notion of environment does not only allow us to recover the Early and the 
Late bisimulation semantics, but it also has a full abstraction property. Environments 
have the minimal information which is needed to distinguish between observationally 
inequivalent processes. 
Theorem 11 (Full abstraction). Let [I, (2 be enoironments such that 51 # <I. rf 51 
and 52 are y-reachable, then a z-calculus process P exists such that (1 :: P and 
<2 :: P are q-reachable, and (cl :: P) +i (& :: P). 
We already pointed out that the inference rules describing the operational semantics 
of finite nt-calculus processes fit with a mild generalization of the De Simone format 
[6]. Hence, we can exploit the procedure introduced in [I] for extracting from the SOS 
rules a complete axiom system for Strong bisimulation. The key idea of [l] is to reduce 
processes to head normal forms (finite labelled trees) by introducing suitable auxiliary 
operators. Thus, proving completeness is reduced to proving equalities of labelled finite 
trees. This last problem has already been solved in [12]. 
The first step of the procedure consists in breaking down, by means of auxiliary 
operators, each process constructor f whose operational behaviour is described by 
more than one inference rule. One auxiliary operator fj per rule is introduced, and the 
equation f(v) = xi fi( ) IJ is imposed. This equation expresses the behaviour of the 
constructor f as a sum of auxiliary operators, one for each inference rule characterizing 
f. For instance, as the restriction operator is modelled by two inference rules, we 
impose the expansion law 
(YIP = (VJJP + (oy)P 
where the auxiliary operators vY and oY correspond to the two inference rules of re- 
striction. A similar strategy handles the expansion law of parallel composition, where 
the required auxiliary operators are the ACP [2] merge operators. 
The next step of the procedure is to impose distributive and action laws. Distributive 
laws describe the interplay between the non deterministic choice operator and the other 
operators (e.g. (vY)(P + Q) = (v,,)P + (vY)Q). Action laws describe the interactions of 
the operators with prefixing. Here, we need to extend action laws to the case of the 
generalized prefixing w.P (see [6]). Action laws cause auxiliary operators to be pushed 
as deep as possible inside terms (e.g. (vY)(o.P) = vJw).(y)P). 
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Finally, the so-called inaction laws are imposed. They identify as the inactive process 
any expression having no outgoing transition (e.g. (vY)O = 0). 
Definition 12 (Equational theory ZI). The terms of the equational theory IZ are given 
by the following grammar: 
s::=(::PI/IDsIs@s 
where pr> is a prefixing operator, CB is a choice operator, and P is an expression having 
the following syntax 
P::=O 1 f3.P 1 [x=y]P I P+P I P I P 1 PllP 1 PIP I (x)P I (vx)P I (ox)P 
The equational theory IZ is given in Table 6. 
We use ti SI = S2 to indicate that the equality is proved using the system ll 
where the axiom U is instantiated by the corresponding definitions of q and 6. As 
usual we assume that @a denotes the identity of @, i.e. @5,Es S(& C’, o) D (5’ :: P) = 
tl :: 0. 
Notice that, while U is of course an axiom schema with an infinite number of 
instantiations, in every instantiation the sum et, is extended to a finite number of 
summands. 
Table 6 
The equational theory ll 
I&f1 Pl +P2 =P2+P, 
HM2 (PI+P~)+P~=P~+(P~+P~) 
HM3 P+P=P 
HM4 P+O=P 
.sl &@S2=S2@S, 
s2 (sl @s2)@& =sl @(s2@s3) 
s3 S@S=S 
s4 scBg::o=s 
EX PI I P2 = PI llP2 + P2JPl + PI II P2 u t :: UP = @C,Eq(t,wj d(‘& t’,O) D (<’ :: P) 
R (x)P = (vx)P + (0x)P 
Al [x = y] w.P = /qo).P 
A2 W.PlJP2 = O.(Pl 1 P2) 
A3 W.Pl II W2Q2 = (WI II 02).(Pl I P2) 
A4 (vx)(w.P) = vx(o).(x)P 
A5 (o*)(o.P) = o,(o).P 
Dl [x = Yl(Pl + P2) = [X = y]Pl + [x = y]P2 D 5::(P1+P2)=5::P,ccE)~::P2 
02 (PI + P2)JP = PlJP + P2JP 
03 (P1+P2)IIP=P, IIP+P2IjP 
04 PII(P1+P2)=PllP,+PllP2 
D5 (VX)(Pl + P2) = (VX)Pl + (vx)P2 
06 (oxxpl + P2) = (0X)Pl + (ox)P2 
IN [x = y]O = (VI)0 = (ox)0 
=O~P=PIIO=OIIP=O 
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Theorem 13 (Equational characterizations). Let P, Q be jinite z-calculus processes, 
and let N = fn(P,Q). Then, (<” :: P) -i (5” :: Q) iff kz (5” :: P) = (4’ :: Q). 
Corollary 14 (Axiomatization of the Early semantics). Let P, Q be jinite x-calculus 
processes, and let N = fn(P, Q). Then, P ki; Q ifs t-i: (5’ :: P) = (‘” :: Q). 
Corollary 15 (Axiomatization of the Late semantics). Let P, Q be finite n-calculus 
processes, and let N = fn(P,Q). Then, P L,, Q ifs kz: (5’ :: P) = ([” :: Q). 
5. Concluding remarks 
We showed that the n-calculus semantics can be equivalently specified in a standard 
SOS setting by introducing a mechanism for the explicit handling of name instantiation. 
As a result of this, axiomatic characterizations of the rc-calculus bisimulations can be 
automatically derived, without caring of the specific issues of naming. We dealt with 
both the Early and the Late n-calculus semantics. Remarkably, the Late instantiation 
schema sheds some new lights on the characterization of the Late semantics of name 
passing calculi in terms of ordinary Strong bisimulation. Also, a new strategy for name 
instantiation was presented. This strategy, called Lazy, highlights the functional nature 
of the n-calculus interaction mechanisms: any behaviour is a function of all the past 
inputs. 
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Appendix 
This appendix contains all the technical constructions and the proofs of the statements 
of the paper. In the following, given a set A, we let card(d) to denote its cardinality. 
Also, when the intended transition system is not clear from the context, we use di:, 
*L, and -D= to denote the relation induced by (Q,&), by (Q,&), and by (Q,&), 
respectively. 
A: Section 1 
Proof of Proposition 1. The proof is by induction on depth of inference. The only 
interesting case is the application of the rule for the bang operator. By the definition 
of the decoration operation, PI !(P)dec satisfies the non homonymy condition, hence the 
thesis by ind. hyp. 0 
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B: Section 2 
In what follows, whenever we use the functions q and 6 in an uninstantiated way, 
we deliberately mean that the actual statement holds for both the Early and the Late 
schemata. Similarly, we simply say ‘Strong bisimulation’, meaning indifferently the 
Early or the Late Strong bisimulation. 
Properties of the Early and the Late xc calculus transition systems 
We start by proving some structural properties of the ret-calculus transition system 
which shall be useful in later constructions. Recall that the n-calculus component of 
any ret-process is assumed to have no homonymy either among bound names or among 
free and bound names. 
Definition 16 (Defined and undefined equivalence classes). Given an environment < 
and a name y E Jlr, we denote by [y]~ (or simply by [y] when the intended envi- 
ronment is clear from the context) the equivalence class of i; containing y. Such a 
class is said to be undefined if t(y) T ( namely if (9 U V) f? [y]t = 0), defined oth- 
erwise. Also, when [y]t is defined, we call it defined-by-variable if $3 n [y]r = 0, 
defined-by-constant otherwise. 0 
Proposition 17. Let P (3 P’. Then the following holds. 
1. a ::=x(y) IXy IX(y) implies C =xl A Cl. 
2. cx ::= z[x/y] 1 x(y) implies y $ bn(P’). 
3. c1 = X(z) implies 3y s. t. y E bn(P), y +Z bn(P’) and C = Cl A z = y. 
4. u = Xy and y occurs in P under the scope of a restriction on z, implies that 
either C=false or C=xlr\C~ ~yfz. 
Proof. By a straightforward induction on the depth of the symbolic inference. 0 
Proposition 18. Let 5 be an environment. Then the following holds. 
1. If 5 is n,-reachable then M i” = 0. 
2. If 5 is q,-reachable then M ( contains at most one variable. Also, ifM 5= 
{v : D} then there exists only one name y such that v E [y]t and [y]~ = {y,v}. 
Proof. By hypothesis 3P*, P,N such that N >fn(P*), and 5 :: P can be derived in n 
steps (n>O) from 5” :: P*. Then both the proofs, by induction on n, directly come 
from the definition of 5” and those of y. 0 
Proposition 19. Let r :: P be n-reachable. Then the following holds. 
1. y input placeholder of P implies [y]~ = {y}, 
2. l(y)T implies that [y]t n bn(P) is at most a singleton set, 
3. y E bn(P) implies that c(y)T and any x E [y]t occurs inside the scope of the 
binder (y). 
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Proof. By definition P* and N > fn(P*) exist such that 4 :: P can be derived in n* 
steps (n 3 0) from 5 \’ :: P*. The proofs are by induction on n. 
For the base cases simply observe that VY +! fn(P*), [y]eb = {y}, and Kc E fn(P*), 
r”(x) 1. For the inductive steps, assume that the hypothesis holds for r :: P and that 
1. Let Y be an input placeholder of P’. Then, by Proposition 17, a # r[x/Y],x(Y). 
Therefore, [y]t, = [y]~ and the thesis follows from ind. hyp. 
2. Two cases may be distinguished: 
(a) 5’(Y)? and [vlr/ = [YIG 
(b) t’(y) 1‘ and [y]tf = [y]~ U [xl< due to r = r[x/y] with 5(x)1‘ or to r = r[y/x]. 
For (a) the thesis follows from ind. hyp. For (b) we have to consider the two different 
synchronizations. Assume that CI = r[x/y] and &x)T. Under that hypothesis, y is an 
input placeholder. So, by (l), [y]t is a singleton, and, by Proposition 17, y 6 bn(P’). 
Then the thesis. Analogously, if x = z[y/x], then [xl;’ is a singleton and x $z! bn(P’). 
3. Let y E bn(P’). Then either [y]~’ = [y]t or [y]tt = [y]~ U [z]~. In the first case 
the thesis comes from ind. hyp. In the second case x must be of the form z[x/z] with 
x E [Y]<. Assume that LX = r[x/z] is given raise by the parallel subprocesses PI and P2 
of P, and suppose that PI was the outputting process. Then y $ bn(P1). In fact, if y E 
bn(P~), then, by ind. hyp., x occurs inside the scope of (y) and PI performs a bound 
output. Hence, by Proposition 17, y 6 bn(P’). So, both PI and PI, and then their t[x,‘z]- 
derivative, are inside the scope of(y). Hence the thesis, by ind. hyp. and z E n(P2). Cl 
1 hokk Proposition 20. Let r :: a.P and 5’ :: PI /Pz be q-reachable. Then the,followinc 
1. a ::= XY j x(y) implies [xl6 n bn(cr.P) = 0; 
2. x E n(P1 ) and y E n(P2) and [x = y]t’ implies [x1(! f~ bn(PI) = 0 and 
bn(P2) = 0. 
[Yl? n 
Proof. 
1. Assume [xl5 n bn(a.P) = {z}. Then, by Proposition 19, x should occur inside the 
scope of the binder (z), a contradiction. 
2. Assume [x1(, n bn(P1) # 0. Then, by Proposition 19, any z E [x1(/ can only occur 
inside PI. Hence, as y E n(Pz), y $! [x]~,. Then -[x = ~15’. Analogously assuming 
[Yl~f (1 W’z) # 0. 0 
From x(-calculus bisimulations to ~-calculus bisimulations 
In order to prove both Theorems 7 and 8, the main issue is to understand which is the 
rc-calculus agent corresponding to a rcc-calculus process and vice versa. To associate a 
rc-calculus agent with a nt-calculus process we have at least to make concrete all the 
name instantiations coded in the environment. Moreover, as the n<-calculus lacks the 
Close rule, we also have to recover the lacking restrictions, if any. For instance, let t = 
{(a, a) 1 a E .N U 52 U V} be an environment, and consider the following transition. 
5 1: (x)((Y)-Y -yI ( )- 1 x x x z .xz -L 4 + (y,z) :: (x)(XyIXz) 
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The expected n-calculus process corresponding to c + (y,z) :: (x)(Yy]Zz) is any a- 
converse of (n)(w)(~wl?w) (or, equivalently, any a-converse of (w)(x)(Xw]Xw)) which 
has one restriction more than (x)(YY]xz). 
Procedurally, given any ;rrt-calculus process 5 :: P, in order to obtain a corresponding 
z-agent we roughly have to do the following steps: 
l identify the missing restrictions and put them inside the structure of P; 
l reconstruct and apply the name instantiations coded in the environment. 
As the lacking restrictions are going to simulate the application of concrete Close rules, 
they are expected to occur on top of parallel compositions. The following definition 
(Definition 21) supply us with the formal machinery needed to obtain the desired 
effect. 
Definition 21 (rsp(R,P)). Let R be a finite set of names, and let P be a rc-calculus 
process. The set rsp(R, P) is defined in Table 7. 
We now turn to the definitions and constructions which are needed to make concrete 
the unresolved substitutions, and to find the lacking restrictions. Given any ret-process, 
for any name x we essentially discriminate four cases. 
1. x was involved in the communication of a bound name and there is still a name 
z E [xl5 which occurs bound in P. For instance, this is the case for x when the 
following transition is derived: 
to :: (v)(z)(vz.uzlr(x).rx) --h 50 + (ZJ) :: (YD)(YZlYX) 
From 40 + (z,x> :: (y)(z)(Y z x we want to get the process (y)(z)(~z]jjz). 17 ) 
Table 7 
Definition of rsp(R, P) 
rsp(R,P) = case R in 
0 : {P} 
where 
{yl UR’ : lJP,ErnP~,,,P~ vWJ”) 
end-case 
rp(y,P) = case P in 
0 : (0) 
cc.Pl : {&PI} 
[x = ZIPI : {[x = ZIP,} 
Pl+P2 : {P,+P2} 
PI lP2 : Y E (fn(P1) nfn(P2)) - {(Y)(PI lP2)). 
{(Y)(PI lP2)& 
{(PI If’;) If’; E rnpW9 and Y E WPI I$)) 
{Vi lP2) I Pi E rp(y,Pl ) and Y E bn(PI IP2 )) 
(z)Pl : ibY’ I p’ E v(y,P~ 11 
!Pl : {!P,} 
end-case 
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2. x was involved in a communication which should be indeed a closing communi- 
cation. For instance, this is the case when 
to :: (Y)((Z)VZ.yzlY(~).YX) --k 40 + (4x) 1: (Y)OZlYX) 
Here, any (y)(w)(j%@v) would work well. 
3. x is really (not ‘virtually’) free, namely [x]t n 9 # 0. The translation of x then 
depends on whether or not the constant associated with x is initial. If this is the case, 
then x must correspond to the free name associated with that constant at the very 
beginning of the computation, namely in the initial environment. For instance, let 5 ’ 
be the initial environment given by the identity plus the association (z, c), and consider 
the transition 
ci” :: (y)(yz.yzly(x).yx) I_ 4” + (z,x) :: (y)(yzlyx) 
In the updated environment x inherits by z the association with c, and the process 
corresponding to 5” + (z,x) :: (y)(yz(yx) shall be (y)(yz]yz). 
If x is associated with a run-time constant, then x is meant to simulate the ‘freshness’ 
flavour of the names involved, in the rc-calculus, in bound actions. For instance, let 5 ’ 
be as above and consider the (Early) transition 
cl :: z(x).Zx P_ 5” + (x,New9 5’) :: Zx 4 
Here any translation of 4” + (x, New9 5 “) :: Zx in the rr-process Zw would work well. 
4. (Late only) x was the placeholder of the last input action and is now associated 
with a variable. Here, for each constant in the variable type, the same reasoning of the 
above item can be applied. 
Notation. We write cr = {bo/ao, . . . , b,/a,,} for the substitution which maps each aI 
to the corresponding bj. The set {ao,. . ,a,} is the domain of (T, written 9am(o). If 
9am(o) = 0 then g is the empty substitution. The set {bo, . ,b,} is the codomain of 
cr, written J%z(o). We write cr : A + B meaning that A = 9am(o) and B = &n(a), 
anyway any substitution g from names to names is implicitly extended by the identity 
for all y $! Qom(o). 
Given two substitutions o : A + B and g’ : A’ + B’, with A f’ A' = 8, we denote 
by (CT + a’) the substitution from A U A’ to B U B’ such that, for all a E (A U A’), 
a(o + CT’) = ao if a E A, u(a + a’) = ad otherwise. 
We let = to denote syntactic identity, and --a to denote a-convertibility. 
Given a rc-calculus process P and a substitution S, we denote by [PI” the process 
obtained from P by substituting any free occurrence of x by xs, without caring of name 
clashes. Then, given [P]” and a substitution CT with 9am(a) = bn([P]“), we denote by 
[PI”, the a-conversion of [P]” which respects 0, namely the n-calculus process obtained 
by [P]” by substituting any occurrence of y E bn([Pls) by ya. 
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Finally, given the set A C M, we assume to be able to choose a canonical represen- 
tative of A, say cr(A) E A. (E.g. assume the existence of a standard ordering on the 
names in Jlr). 0 
Definition 22. Let to :: P and <Q :: Q be q-reachable n[-calculus processes. Then we 
define the following substitutions. 
0 s(<, :: P) = {r(xo,b ::P)/xo,...,r(x,,5~ :: P)/x,} where Bom(s(<~ :: P)) = 
{x 1 card([x]r,) 32 and <p(x) r and [x]gp n bn(P) # 0) and, for [x]gp n bn(P) = {z}, 
r(x, tp :: P) = z; 
l the restriction substitution cf of {p :: P is cr’(rp :: P) = {cr([xo]cP)/xg,..., 
cr([x&,)/x,} where 2@om(a’(S~ :: P))={x 1 card([x]t,)a2 and l&)7 and [x]epf? 
bn(P) = 0); 
l the constant substitution cf of &= is ac(&) = {&(xs)/xo, . . . , &(x,)/x,} where 
go~(~‘(tp)) = {x t[x]t;, is defined-by-constant}; 
b a variable substitution 8 of 4~ is c”(<P) = {c/x} where [x]cp is defined-by-variable 
with [~]t~ = {x, v : D} and c E D; 
l a variable substitution o’(c$) is compatible with a variable substitution o”([~) iff 
av(tp) and o”(&) are both empty or x E G3om(o”([p)) and y E ~om(a”(<~)) and 
( [x]rp n [y]sQ n TV) = {v : D} implies xcY( lp) = J@(~Q); 
l an admissible name substitution for {CO,. .,Cj,Cj+ I,..., cj + 1) is an injective sub- 
stitution cr.” = {~(~o)/~o,...,Z(cj)/cj,~~/cj+~,...,x~/cj+~} where {co,. ..,cj}C9,:, and 
Icj+l ,...,Cj+l}Cg.r, and z : Jy; + 9, is the bijective mapping of Definition 4, and 
{Xl,...,Xl]CJlr. 
Because of Proposition 19, for all x E gom(s(S~ :: P)) [x]~~ n bn(P) is exactly a 
singleton set, then the substitution s(rp :: P) is well defined. Moreover, c’(&) is well 
defined too as, by Proposition 18, G3om(e”(lp)) is at most a singleton set. 
The reasons which led to introduce the compatibility and the admissibility require- 
ments, resp. on variable and name substitutions, shall be clear soon. Intuitively, given a 
pair of ret-processes in a Strong bisimulation relation, we want to be sure that the same 
variable (the same constant) in the environments of the two processes is converted into 
the same name. This argument is made more formal by the following translation of a 
Strong bisimulation into a relation which (under suitable hypotheses) shall be shown 
to be a rc-calculus bisimulation. 
Translation 1 (From zl-calculus to ~-calculus). Let Y be a Strong bisimulation for 
q-reachable &-calculus processes. Then, 
WY) = U Trr((b 1: p, tQ :: Q>> 
(&d'&::Q)EY 
where Try((cp :: P,cQ :: Q)) is the set of pairs (P,,Qn) such that 
Pz -a %Jc(b> + I”)@) and Qn =a ik”(<Q) + a”(tQ))a”> 
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with F E rsp(J%z(o’(&= :: P)), [P]S(~p::p) r G (Syp :: P)), and Q E rsp(Y~(a’(&~ :: Q)), 
[Q]““v”Q’,‘(~~ :: Q)), and o’( &), a”( 5~) compatible variable substitutions, and 
(T” admissible name substitution for ~%(a”(<~)) u .&z(o”(~~)) u An(ac(~Q))u 
.h(d’(<Q)). 
We now outline some observations about the above construction. 
_ As usual name substitution is expected to avoid name captures. Then, if y E .%(a’), 
any occurrence of y E bn(F) is replaced by a fresh name in ~((~c(5p)+~Li(rp))~“). 
That is why we generically consider c+conversions of p((a’(&) + cr”(&))cr”). A 
similar reasoning holds for Q((o”(tp) + #({Q))c”). 
_ Taking a-convertible agents also assures that any name y other than cr([y]c,), and 
such that card([y]~,)>2 and tp(y)T and [y]tp n bn(P) = 0, may equally occur in 
the translation of tp :: P. Analogously for lQ :: Q. 
~ Considering processes p and Q allows to recover the syntactic restrictions due to 
closing communications. In fact, the substitutions cr’( &J :: P) and o’(tQ :: Q) are 
computed on the ground of the equivalence classes revealing that (at least) one com- 
munication of a private name occurred. Then the function rsp actually recovers the 
missing restrictions. In fact, letting P’ E ~sp(R, PI IP2) U rsp(R, (XI ) (x,)(Pl lP*)). 
y E R implies y E bn(P’). 
_ By definition .@~(s(&J :: P)) C h(P). Precisely, &(s([p :: P)) C{ y1 a restriction on 
y occurs in P}. In fact, by Proposition 19, if y is an input placeholder of P, then 
card([y]+) = 1. 
_ ~%(a~(& :: P))n90m((oc(~p) + &‘(tp))) = 8. In fact by definition .%z(or(<p :: P)) 
C {x &4x)T}, while ~o4(cf(i”~) + I”)) = {x I t~(x)l). 
_ Requiring variable substitutions of lp :: P and of <Q :: Q to be compatible amounts 
to asking for the same instantiation with constant of the variables of &J and of lt, 
which have the same type. 
_ Choosing a unique substitution cr” for both (&(<p)+ a’(&)) and (cr”(te) + (r”(cQ)) 
assures that any constant either in m &J or in m 5~ is translated into the 
same name. The more, requiring 8 to be an admissible name substitution amounts 
to asking for a substitution of names for constants which (i) is ‘respectful’ of 
the initial names; and (ii) assigns to each run-time constant any name distinct 
from all the other ones. This treatment of run-time constants captures the freshness 
flavour of the bound names labelling the transitions considered in the definitions of 
n-calculus bisimulations. 
Remark 23. Let P, and Qn be as in Translation 1. By definition, for some P,. without 
homonymy either among bound names or among free and bound names, P, --_* P, 
where 
l Pr E rsp(.90m(a”(tp :: P))ap, [P]~~“‘P’~p) and 
l 01’ = o’(& :: P)a~((cf(b) + o”(~p))cr”) and 
l o’p, r&’ are, respectively, the refreshment of the bound names of P and the refresh- 
ment of the names in ~%(o’(tp :: P)). 
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Similarly, for a suitable Qr without homonymy, and suitable substitutions ah, oi, 
Qn -_or Qr ~rsp(%rn(d(<~ :: Q))rr,, [Q];~‘:Q’ c~c) where ng=d(iJ~ :: Q)cT~((o”(~Q)+ 
o”(tQ)) a”). 
Given a Strong bisimulation 9’ L -ii, our goal is to prove that Trt(Y) is an Early 
bisimulation. To this purpose, we need to relate the rr-calculus transitions of the process 
Pn (Qn) of Translation 1 with the transitions of &J :: P (tQ :: Q). Namely, we have 
to relate the Early and the Late transition system of [I81 with our symbolic transition 
system. As this is proved in an inductive way, we actually want to work here not 
directly on P,, but rather on any process which could occur in the derivation of a 
transition of P,. Then, roughly, a subprocess of P, which can have restrictions on a 
subset of &r(rr’({~ :: P)) instead of on the whole &r(a’(rp :: P)). We define such a 
kind of process in the following. 
Definition 24. We call P, any a-converse of P; E rsp(Ra, [P]“,(““‘p)rs) where Ra c 
9om(a’(i;p :: P))o, and 9om(o’) C bn([P]“(t’“P)), and ~7 = o’(rp :: P)~“((cf({~) + 
o”(tp>)on) with gom(o”) = J%r(rr”(<, :: P)), and a”((~) variable substitution of &J, 
and cr” admissible name substitution for D > 90m((a”(~~) + a”(&=))), and the refresh- 
ments o’, 0” such that P; is without homonymy either among its bound names or 
among its free and bound names. 
We now relate the transitions of P; with those of P. The proof is by induction 
on depth of inference: each rule of the Early and of the Late transition systems of 
[18] (ELts for short) is considered in turn as the last rule applied. By definition 
of P;, there is not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between the rules ap- 
plied in ELt’s and those applied in the symbolic transition system (Sts for short). 
For instance, let A, be a derivation in ELts and A be the proof in Sts which in- 
ductively corresponds to A,. Also, assume that a longer proof A; is got by A, ap- 
plying the restriction rule. It may be the case that no rule has to be applied to 
the root of the proof tree A just because the considered restriction is one of those 
which were forced into the structure of P; without having any corresponding in 
P. Nevertheless, we shall show that Ah and A are still respectful of the inductive 
hypothesis. 
Of course the situation is upset when we deduce derivations in ELts by derivations 
in Sts. There, the actual corresponding of one rule may be one or more rules. 
The following results will be useful soon. The first is on the (dis)equality of the 
names of P;, the second can be read as a statement on the distribution of the names 
in Ro inside the structure of P;. 
Proposition 25. Let S(&J :: P), o’, o be as in Dejinition 24. Also, let 5 = &J if 
A11-Y 5~ = 0, and e = EraseV (5~ + (u, ~%(a”(&))))u if m tp = {u}. Then, 
xs(& :: P)cr’o = ys([p :: P)cJ’o ifs [x = yg 
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Proof. By definition YRZ(S(C& :: p)) C hn(P), and %m(~y(~p :: P))nh(P) = 0. Also, 
:~om((a”(~p) + cTL’(&J))dy n bn(P) = 0 
by 93om((a’(~p) + a’(5p))rf’) = {x 1 <p(x)J} and by Proposition 19. Hence, by 
Jk(s(~p :: P))n%rn(a’(&= ::P))=0, by ~%(s([p :: P))I~~wz((cJ~(~~) + #(4p))#)= 
8, by the injectivity of the refreshments (T’ and 0” of the bound names and by 
the injectivity of #, the following holds. xs(& :: P)o’o = ys({p :: P)cr’cr iff 
[%S :: P) = ys(<p :: P) or xfY(~$ :: P) = yaY(lp :: P) or x(~‘(Ep) + a’(ip)) = 
y(ac(<p) + o*‘(~P))] iff x E [y]~ iff [x = ~14. 0 
Proposition 26. Let p G rsp(R, P). Then any subprocess Fj of p with the shupe 0, 
OY a.Fl, or [X = y]Fl, or F1 + F2, or !Fl, is such that Fj E rsp($?J,I’j) = {Pi}, where 
PJ is the corresponding subprocess of P. 
Proof. By definition of rsp. 0 
Theorem 27. Let P;, P; be us in Definition 24, and let < = tp if All-Y’ sp = 0, 
and [ = EraseV (Sp + (v,J%z(a”(&~))))v if AD-Y- <p = {v}. Also, let s = s(& :: 
P)a’a. Then, for the Early and for the Late transition systems of [18], the following 
holds: 
1. If P, 3 P:, @Y, cf-1) then P --+ P’ and [C]ls and xs = ~1, ys = u2 und 
Pk SI, PI. E rsp(Rc, [P’]“,?“P’a) 
2. If P; F(u! Ph with w fresh then either P (‘@%-“‘) P’ and [Cjs and xs = ul and 
Pk K, P: E rsp(Ro, [P I,, I ““‘“~‘a{w/ys}) and ys @ Ro or P “‘2” P’ and [C]l and 
xs = u1 and Pk zm Pi E rsp(Ro\{ys},[P’]~~~~P~a{w/ys}) and ys E Ra 
UI(W) 
3. If P, - P:, with w fresh or P; z Pk with z E fn(P; ) or fresh then 
P (‘(‘3” P’ and l[C]1[ and xs = u1 and Pk sr P: E rsp(Ro, [P’]“,‘J’p”p)~{w/ys}) or 
Pk E:, Pi f rsp(Ra, [P I,, ’ S(~p~:P)a(z/ys}), respectively 
4. If P; 4 Pk then either P 9 P’ and [C][ and Pk E, P: E rsp(Rs, [P’]2:p”“~) 
or P c”~c’ P’ and [C]lc and if [xl6 rl bn(P) + 8 and [xl< n bn(P’) = 0 then Pk --r 
P: c: rsp(Ra U {w}, [P’]~~p”p) { / 0 w xs, w/ys}) with w fresh else either Pk zzx P; E 
rsp(Ra, [P/]$k:p){xSi?.} a) or Ph q PI. E ~~p(Ra{w/xs}, [P’]~~“p’o{w/~s,w/ys)) with 
w fresh. 
Proof. By induction on depth of inference. Each inference rule of the Early and of 
the Late transition systems of [ 181 is considered in turn as the last rule applied. 
(TN 
P; = z.Pk. Then P; L Ph. By definition of rsp, [P]~?“p’~ q P,, then P 5 zP’ 
with [Pl]~,~P”‘)a -_? P:, and P “~’ P’ with [truel<. Moreover, by Proposition 26, 
Ro := 8, then PG + Pi E rsp(Ra, [P’]~?“p’(r). 
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(Output) 
P; E uIuz.PA. Then P; 2 PL. By definition of rsp, [P]“,!rpTzP)a E, P;, then P 3 
Xy.P’ with xs = ~1, ys = 242 and [P’]“,(5”‘p’ a =a Pi and P (‘2’ P’ with xl = xl/\true - 
and [true]<. Also, by Proposition 26, Ra = 0, then Pk =E PL E rsp(Ra, [P’]“,(s’“p’a). 
(Bound and Free input) 
P; E ul(u2).PL. By definition of rsp, [PI,, S(rp”p)a E P;, then P z x( y).P’ with xs = 
~1, ys = ya’ = u2 and [P’]“,i5’“P’a s Pi. By the freshness of ys, P; ‘I(u2) Pi, then (see 
[17]) P; ‘I(w! PA + P:{w/ys} with w fresh. Also, P (x(Ybxl)P’ withxl =xLAtrue 
and [truejt. Hence, by Proposition 26, Pk -a PL E rsp(Ra, [P’]“,!S’“P’a{w/ys}). 
Moreover, by P; ‘3) Pi (see [18]), P; % P~{z/u~}, then for P; 2 PA --a 
Pi{z/ys} with z ~fn(P;) or fresh, P (‘(v),xl) P’ with xl = x 1 A true and [trueIt, and 
Pk + Pi E rsp(Ra, [P’]“,JS’“P’a{~/ys}) 
(Match) 
P; s [u, = u2]Pz1. Suppose P; 3 Pk by the shorter inference P,, -% PL. By 
definition of rsp, [P]“,‘,““p’ a + P;, then P 3 [x = y]Pl with xs = ui, ys = 2.42, and 
[Pl I,, s(sp”p)o --aPzl, and, by Proposition 26, Pnl E, P,., E rsp(Ra, [P~]s,!sp”~)a). Then, 
letting PI g P’ be the transition of PI which inductively corresponds to P,I 3 PA, 
p WAx_Y) 
P’. Hence, whichever is the case for a,, as xs = ys implies, by Proposition 
25, that [x = ~15, the thesis comes by ind. hyp. 
(Choice) 
P; 3 P,l + Pn2. Suppose P; % PA by the shorter inference Pnl -% Pk. By 
definition of rsp, [P]“,‘:““P’a --ix P;, then P E PI + P2 and [Pl]“,jspYYp)a + Pzl 
and [P2]“,(S’“P’a E, Pn2 and, by Proposition 26, Pnj + Prj E rsp(Ra, [Pj]“,(S’“P’a) 
with j = 1,2. Then, letting PI ‘2 P’ be the transition of PI which inductively 
corresponds to Pxl 3 Ph, one gets P (4 -+ P’. Hence, whichever is the case for ax, 
the thesis comes by ind. hyp. The other case (P; moves cause of Pn2 -f% PA) is 
symmetric. 
(Par) 
P; E P,1(Pn2. Then, by definition of rsp, P E PllP2 and P,I zx Prl E rsp(Rla, 
[Pl I,, s(~p~~p)o), Pn2 E, Pr2 E rsp(Rza, [P2]“,Jrp”p) a) with RI, R2 disjoint sets whose union 
is just Ra. Also, if x ~fi([P1]S,(Sp”~) a) and x E Ra, then x E Rla. In fact, by definition 
of rsp, x E bn(P;) and P; is without homonymy among free and bound names. 
Analogously for y E $4 [P2]“,!5’“” a). Hence, whichever is the action CC, (with bn(cc,) 
fresh) performed by P;, the thesis comes by ind. hyp. 
(Communication) 
P; E P,, (P,2. Then P = PI (P2 and P,l --Ix P,, E rsp(Rla, [P1]f,(?“p’a), and P,Q --a 
Pr2 E rsp(Rza, [P2]“,!5’“” a) with RI, R2 disjoint sets such that RlUR2 = Ra. By [18] it is 
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enough to consider the Early communication, then let Pi 5 Ph E Pk, IPk2 be inferred 
by P,, - Pk, and Pn2 % PL2 with ~11 = ~12. By ind. hyp. PI 
(a(YhcI ml) p; and 
+ 
[Cljt and zls = ~11 and Pk, --1 P:, ~rsp(R1a,[Pi]“,!5p”“.{z/ys}) and !‘2 
(Yyx,C~ Az:L) 
+ Pi 
and i[C,Jlr and z2.s = ~12, xs = z and Pk2 --1 Pi2 E rsp(Rzo, [P210, I ~wYa), Hence, 
p (‘[?“‘411;C’ pr _ p; ,p; with C = Cl A C2 A z1 = z2 and [ICI< by zls = ~11 = ~12 = ~2s 
and Proposition 25, and Pk q Pi E rsp(R~,[P’]~~“P’t~““‘~). Also, as gx is a free 
output, by Proposition 17 and [C’,j5, [xl< n h(P) = [xl< n bn(P’). 
(Close) 
P; = Pn,lPn2. Then P E PI IP2 with P, and Pj related as above. Let PC A 
ui I (w) G( il’) 
PA E (w)(Pk, IPk2) with w fresh be inferred by P,I - Ph, and Pn2 + Ph2 with 
~11 = ~12. By ind. hyp. PI cZi(y%*Z’i) Pi and [[Cl]r and zls = ~11 and Pk, -X PI, E 
rsp(R1 D, [Pi]“,‘,““” o{w/ys}). There are two cases for Pz. 
(a) p (E(X),CZhI) 
Pi and [C,j< and z2.s = u12 and xs 4 Rzo. Hence, P 
(r[GJl,q 
2 - - P’ z 
P{lPi with C = Cl A C2 Azl = z2 and [C]i<, by ZIS = ~11 = ~12 = ~2s and by Propo- 
sition 25, and PL2 + PL2 E rsp(Rza, [Pi]“,!““p’ a{w/xs}). Then Pi --a PL E rsp(RaU 
{w}, [pl]~/b::p) o{w/xs, w/ys}). Also, as 6(,x) is a bound action, by Proposition 17 
and [C2j& [xl< n h(P) # 0 and [x1( n bn(P’) = 0. 
(b) p (rzLC2h1) 
2 + Pi and [Cl]< and ~2s = 2412 and xs E R2a and Ph2 q Pi2 E 
rsp(R~a\{x.s},[P~]~?~~P)a{w/xs}). Hence, P (r[x/l’l:C) P’ = PiIPi and [C][ and Pi + 
P; E rsp(Ra\{xs} u {~},[P’]sn!sp::~’ a{w/xs, w/ys}) = rsp(Ro{w/xs}, [P’]f,(TP”P)a {w/x,, 
w/ys)). Here, by 6x free action, and by Proposition 17, and by [&jr, [xl: n h(P) = 
[X][ n bn(P’). 
( open ) 
P; E (u)Pnl. Then P; E (zs)P,.l with P,] + P,~{zs/u}. Suppose that P; 3 
Pk E Ph, {w/u} was inferred by the shorter inference P,, x Pk,. Then (see [ 171) 
Pt.1 
iK2.s 
-- P;, Za Pk, {zs/u} and, by zs 6 fn(P;) = fn(P;), Pk = Pk, {w/u} E, 
Ph, {zs/u}{w/zs} -_a Pi, {w/zs}. We distinguish two cases depending on zs E Ro or not. 
(a) If zs E Rg then P E PI and Pr, E rsp(Ro\{zs}, [Pl]:?“‘)o) and, by ind. hyp. and 
by P,v, q P,, , P s PI (“f’) P’ and [Cl< and P:, E rsp(Ra\{ys},[P’]~~“P’a) and 
xs = ~1, ys = zs. Hence, by Pk -or P:l{w/ys}, Pk -_? Pi E rsp(Ro\{ys},[P’]~~“‘P) 
o{wlysI). 
(b) If zs $! RG then P - (z)Pl and P,, E r~p(Ra,[P,]S,!~~‘:~‘o). By ind. hyp. and 
by P,I -a P,I, PI (“2’) P’ and I[C]t and Pi, E rsp(Ra, [P’]2?“P’a) and xs = ~1, 
ys = zs. Then p (m)LyJAxl) 
P’ with [z = y]l by zs = ys and Proposition 25. Hence, 
by Pk q PL,{w/zs}, PA -Z PL E rsp(Ra,[P’]S,!Sp”P)a{w/ys}). 
(Restriction) 
Pi- E (u)Pnl. Then P; E (zs)P,, with P,l --a P,l{zs/u} and zs may be or not in 
Ro. 
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(a) If zs E Ra then P E PI with Prl E rsp(Ra\{zs}, [PI]~?“~‘o). Hence, whichever 
is the action LX, performed by P,.l with zs $! n(a,), the thesis comes by ind. 
hyp. 
(b) If zs @ Ra then P = (z)Pl with P,, E rsp(Ra, [P1]s,!sp”p)~). Let P; -% Pi = 
(QC) 
(zs)PL, be inferred by P,, 2 PL,. Then zs $8 n(a,). Suppose that PI - Pi is the 
transition which inductively corresponds to cln. 
(bl) If ~1, # GUZ and cln # q(w) or a, = q(w) and a = X(y), then the thesis 
comes by ind. hyp., as P 9 P’ = (z)P{. 
(b2) If CI, = ii7242 then ~1= Xy with xs = ui and ys = 242 # zs by zs $! n(a,). Then 
the thesis by ind. hyp. and Proposition 25, as P W/\yp) p, _ (z)p;. 
(b3) If a, = q(w) and CI = Xy then ys E Ra, and, by the non homonymy of the 
names of P;, ys # zs, and P 
(aCAyS 
P’ = (z)Pi. Hence the thesis by ind. hyp. and 
Proposition 25. 
(Bang) 
P; E!P,l. Suppose that P; -% Pk by the shorter inference P,1J!P,l 3 Pi. By 
definition of rsp, [P]“,(S’“P’a -cc !P,l, then P z!Pl with [P1]s,(sp”p)~ + Pzl. Also, by 
Proposition 26, Ra = 0, then P,II!P,I + Pr, E rsp(Ra, [PI I!(Pl)dec]$$$~) where 
odec is the refreshment of the bound names of (PI)~“” and P,., is without homonymy of 
names. Hence, as PI [!(PI)~“” @! P’ induces the transition P (3 P’, whichever is the 
case for tl,, the thesis comes by the ind. hyp. which relates the transition P,l I!P,l % 
PL with the transition PI I!(Pl)dec 9 P’. 0 
Theorem 28. Let P;,P,- be as in Dejinition 24, and let 4 = rp if m tp = 0, 
and i” = EraseV (5~ + (v, &n(o”(~p))))u if H rp = {v}. Also, let s = S(&J :: 
P)o’o. Then, for the Early and for the Late transition systems of [ 181, the following 
holds. 
1 rf p (jry,CN) 
- P’ and i[C]15 and [x]r n bn(P) = 0 and xs @ RO then if ys $ Ro 
then P; “ys, Pk za Pi E rsp(Ra, [P’]“,!rpzYP)a) else P; “(w! Ph + Pi E rsp(Ro\{ys}, 
[p/]$W) o{w/ys} ) with w fresh. 
2 Zf p W)SCAxl) 
--+ P’ and l[C]it and [xl5 n bn(P) = 0 and xs 6 Ro then P; 9 Pk --ar 
P: E rsp(Ra, [P’]2?“P) c{w/ys}) with w fresh. 
3 Zf p W),c?ti) 
P’ and I[C]t and [x]t n bn(P) = 0 and xs $ Ro then P; ,(,! Pk -_N 
Pi E rsp(Ro, [P’]2?‘sp::p) o{w/ys}) with w fresh and (Early only) P; z Pk =X Pi E 
rsp(Ra, [P’]“,i5”“’ a{z/ys}) with z E fn(P;) or fresh. 
4. Zf P 3 P’ and l[C]t then P; A PA --a Pi E rsp(Ra, [P’]“,‘,rp”‘)a). 
5. Zf P (“%) P’ and [C]t then P; A Pk and if [xl* n bn(P) # 0 and [x]~ n 
bn(P’) = 0 then PA E, Pi E rsp(Ra U {w}, [P’]“,(s’““a{w/xs, w/ys}) with w fresh else 
either Ph E, Pi E rsp(Ra, [P’]~~‘sp::p){XS’Y)a) or Pk + PL E rsp(Ra{w/xs}, [P’]:p”‘) 
a{w/xs, w/ys}) with w fresh. 
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Proof. By induction on depth of inference. Each inference 
sition system is considered in turn as the last rule applied. 
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rule of the symbolic tran- 
P E z.P’. Then P lTctrue) P’ and [true]5 and, by definition of rsp, P, -_? [P]“?P’a, 
then p- s r,p’ with p’ E 
n ?I x 1 
[pl]s(~P”p) 
0’ IJ. Hence, P; -L Pk and, by Proposition 26, 
P:, =r P: E rsp(Ra, [P I,, I NsP::no). 
(Output) 
P E Xy.P’. Then P (‘3) P’ with xl = xl A true and [true]<. By Proposition 
20, as [x]~, n h(P) = [x]~ n h(P), [xl5 n h(P) = 0, and, by Proposition 26, 
xs 6 Ra and ys @ Ra. By definition of rsp, P; --2 [P]“,!““p’a, then P; z xsy.s.Pi 
with Pk --r [P’]sg!sp”p) 
rsp(Ra, [P’];?‘:P’a). 
a. Hence, P; 2 Pi and, by Proposition 26, Pk --r Pi E 
(Input) 
P 3 x(y).P’. Then P (‘(yxxi’ P’ and x 1 = xJ, A true and [truej[. By Proposi- 
tion 20, [x?;: n h(P) = 0 and, by Proposition 26, xs $! Ra. By definition of up, 
p- ~- [pl”,Js’::P’ 
r .= CJ E xs(ya’).[P’]$/+P) a with yo’ = y.s(Sp :: P)a’ = ys. By the fresh- 
ness of ys, P; *s(ys! [P’]$?‘sp::p)a, hence (see [17]) P; ‘3 Pk + [P’]s,!i’~::P)a{w/ys} 
with w fresh and, by Proposition 26, Ph E, P; E rsp(Ra, [P/];,b::p) 
Analogously, P; % [P’]~~p”p) a{z/ys}, with z E fn(P;) or fresh and P; 5 Pk --I 
[P’]~~?“P)a{z/ys} and Ph -a Pi E rsp(Ra, [P’]“,‘,5’““a{z/ys}). 
(Match) 
P E [x = ZIP,. Let P 3 P’ be inferred by the shorter 
Then C = Cl A x = z, and P; sE [[x = z]P1]:?“p)a = [xs ,I ^\ 
(Cl) 
inference PI + P’. 
= zs]P,, with P,I E, 
P,., 15 rsp(Ra, [PI]s,\‘pZZY’a) by Proposition 26. Then, whichever x is, the thesis comes 
by Proposition 25, which implies [[x = ~15, and by ind. hyp. 
(Choice) 
P E PI + P2. Then P; 3, [PI + P2]s,!irpZZp) a = P,, + Pn2 and, by Proposition 26, 
P,l -_a P,, E rsp(Ra,[P1]S,!SPZiP)a) nd Pn2 cr P,z E rsp(Ra,[P2]:?“P)a). Hence, 
whichever is the action a performed by P, the thesis comes by ind. hyp. 
(Par) 
P = PI lP2. The most general case for P; is that P; E (x1). . .(x,)(P,, IP,z) with 
P,l E rsp(Rla, [PI]s,!sp”p)a), Pr2 E rsp(Rza, [P2]“,!5’“P’a), and {xl,. . . ,xn}, Rla,RZa, dis- 
joint sets whose union is just Ra. Let P 
(4 
- P’ = P{IP2 be inferred by the shorter 
(4 
inference PI - Pi. 
- If 51 = z or z[x/y] then the thesis comes by ind. hyp., as z can cross through any 
restriction. 
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- If a = x(z) or X(z) or XY with Ys 4 Ra and [x]r n h(P) = 0 and xs $! Ra, then 
the thesis also comes directly by ind. hyp. just observing that [x]~ n bn(P1) = 0 and 
X% YS @ {Xl ,...,xn}uRia. 
- Suppose now CI = Xy with [xl< n bn(P) = 0 and xs $ Ra and ys E Ra. Then, ys = 
YS( 5P :: P)a’a = yar(tp :: P)a” is fresh and xs $! {xi,. . .,x,} U Rla. Moreover, 
by definition of rsp, ys E bn(P;). Hence, by ys E fn([P1]~?“p)a), and by the 
non-homonymy of the names of P;, ys E {xl , . . . ,x,,} U RI a. We now distinguish 
two possibilities: either ys E Rla or not. 
- If ys E R,a then the thesis by ind. hyp., as only restriction rules are applied. 
- If ys E {Xi,. ..,x,} then by ind. hyp., letting P,I f, P,I (see [17]), one gets 
Pr* 2 Pi, E rsp(R1 a, [P;]s,(,sp::p) 0). 
3vs) , 
Then, by the freshness of ys, P; --+ P, E 
rsp(Ra\{ys}, [P’]“,!S’“P’a). 
Hence (see [17]) P; 3 Ph 3, P:{w/ys} E rsp(Ra\{ys}, [P’]“,(s’“p’a{w/ys}) with 
w fresh. 
The other case (PI JP2 moves cause of PZ (“‘) --+ Pi) is handled by a symmetric argument. 
(Corn) 
P E P,lPz. Take P; E (x1)...(x,)(P,.11Pr2) with {xl,...,xn},Prl,P,.2 as in the 
previous case. Suppose that P (‘@f!?) P’ E Pi lPi with [Cl5 has been given raise by 
PI li2) Pi with a = (x) or a = x and P2 (‘(2’) Pi. Then, by Proposition 17, Cl = 
Ci AZ J, and Ci = C2 Au 1 and, by definition, C = Cr AC, AZ = u. By Proposition 20 and 
by [Z = z#, [z]gp n bn(P1) = [z][ n bn(P1) = 0 and [u][~ n bn(P2) = [u]g n bn(P2) = 0. 
Also, by Proposition 25 and by l[z = u]1(, zs = us. Hence, as zs occurs free in both 
,Pi]“,!TP::P$, and [P2]“,(5’“p’ 0, by definition of rsp, zs = us 6 Rla U Rza. 
Let P,, =a Prl and PX2 f, Pr2, We now collect all the information coming by ind. 
hyP. 
(a) Pz2 % Pi2 zE Pi2 E rsp(Rza,[P~]S,(Sp”P)a{w/ys}) with w fresh and ys = 
Ys(<p :: P)a’a = ya’. 
(b) Pn2 3 PL2 --tc PL2 E rsp(Rza, [Pi]“,!‘p”p) a{zi/ys}) with zi fresh or free and 
ys = ya’. 
(c) For a = x and xs 6 Rio, P,, 3 Pk, --a P:, E rsp(Rla,[Pi]f,(?“P)a). Here, 
by the freeness of the output ZX, by Proposition 17, and by [Cr]15, [x]~ n bn(P) = 
[x& n bn(P’). 
(d) For a = x and xs E Ria, P,l % PL, E, P:, E rsp(Rla\{xs}, [P~]s,(Tp”p)a{w/xs}) 
with w fresh. Also, as above, [x]~ n bn(P) = [xl< n bn(P’). 
(e) For a = (x), which, by [x]rp n bn(P) # 0, implies xs B: Ria, P,l F;scw! PLl =cc 
Pi, E rsp(R1 a, [Pi]2?‘sp::p) a{w/xs}) with w fresh. Here, [x]tnbn(P’) = 0, by Proposition 
17 and by [iCij5. 
Summing up all the above facts one gets P; A Pk with PA, respectively, as 
follows: 
- (a+c, i.e. Late communication) PL zrx Pi E rsp(Ra, [Pr]~?“P){Xs’Y’a). 
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- (b-tc + zi = xs, i.e. Early communication) Pk --a PL E rsp(Ra, [P’]~?“p)‘xS’y’~). 
- (a+d, i.e. Close communication with x.7 E Ra) Pk --I P: E usp(Ro\{xs} U {w}, 
[pll$b::P) 
a{w/x.s}{w/ys}) = r.sp(Ra{w/xs}, [P’]~:“:P’a{w/xs, w/ys}>. 
- (a-fe, i.e. Close communication with xs $! Ra) PA z+ Pi E rsp(Ro U {w}, [P’]:,“““’ 
o{w/xs, wlys}). 
P = (z)P,. Then P; = (zo’)P,, with zcr’ = zs(<p :: P)a’ = zs fresh and P,, E 
rsp(Ro, [P,]s,!‘p”p)o). Let P (F’y),c?xl) P’ with UC]15 and [x]~ n bn(P) = 0 and xs q! Rrr 
be inferred by the shorter inference P, 
(XYCI Axl) --+ P’ with C = Cl A y = z. By z E 
bn(P), zs $L Ra. Hence ys = zs 4 Ra, by Proposition 25 and by ly = ~15. Then by 
ind. hyp., letting P,, --a P,,, P,., 2 Pi, / J(b.0 E rsp(Ra, [P I,; ‘. CJ) with xs # zrr’ = zs, 
by [x]~ nbn(P) = 0, i.e. z $! [xl<. Hence, by the freshness of zs = ys, (zs)P,, r%’ Pi, 
and (see [17]) P; ,(w! Pk -_a Pi E rsp(Ro,[P’]s,!sp~~p)o{w/ys}) with w fresh. 
(Restriction) 
P z (z)Pl. Then P; = (zo’)P,] with ZG’ = zs(& :: P)o’ = zs and P,, -_? P,, E 
S(EP..P) rsp(Ra, [P,],; ” c). Let P ‘2 P’ = (z)Pi be inferred by the shorter inference P, (2 
P’l. 
- If c( = r or r[x/y] then the thesis by ind. hyp. 
- If a = x(y) or X(y) and [xl5 n bn(P) = 0 and xs < Ra, then, by ind. hyp., P,, 3 
Pk, with w fresh and a = xs or a = ZY. Then the thesis by z @ [x15. 
- If r = Xy and C = C’AX~ with [IC][, then by C = Ci Ay # z and by Proposition 25, 
it holds ys # zs. Then the thesis. 
P=!P,. Then P; ~[!P,]s,!lp”~)o =![Pl]s,(fiLzp) , o andP_ =!P,, with P x r [P ]s(i’r”P) nl -a I 0’ 
CT. L,et P ‘2 P’ be inferred by the shorter inference P, \!(PI)~~~ ‘3 P. Whichever 
is the case for CI, the thesis comes by ind. hyp. In fact, by Proposition 26, for some 
P, without homonymy of names, P,, J!P,, =a P, E rsp(Ro, [P, l!(P, )dec]~~%‘jCp’~) where 
adec is the refreshment of the bound names of (P, )dec. 0 
Before entering into the details of the proofs of the main theorems, we need to state 
some auxiliary propositions. The first of them is mainly meant to supply some ‘glue’ 
between the process P; of Theorems 27 and 28 and the process P, of Translation 1. 
We shall use Proposition 29 below to ensure that the hypotheses of Theorem 28 on 
the satisfiability of the obligation are always met in the interesting cases. 
Proposition 29. Let P,,P, and Qn, Qr be as in Remark 23. Also, let 5, = sp if 
&f rp = 8, and (1 = EraseV (4~ + (u1,-Om(~“(&~))))u, ifM lp = {II,}, and, 
analogously, let 52 = tQ if&K <Q = 0, and 52 = EraseV (~Q+(uZ,h(c”(~Q))))u2 
if&!f [Q = (02). Then the following holds. 
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1. xs(Sp :: P)a’pap EfifP,) implies [XJJ~I. 
2. 51(x> = 42(y) E 9 implies xs({p :: P)a’pap = ys([p :: Q)aLa,. 
3. I[x_1j& implies [x]r2 n h(Q) = 8 and xs(& :: Q)aLa, $ 9om(ar(le :: Q))a,, 
Proof. 
1. If xs(<p :: P)a’pap E fi(Pn) then xs(rp :: P)a’pap E ~%(a”) then xs(sp :: 
P)a’p E gom((a”(S~) + a”(Cp))) then 41(x)1 then I[xJ]151. 
2. By the admissibility of a”. 
3. By Proposition 19, for each Xj E [XI<,, <e(Xj)l implies xj $ bn(Q). Then [xjcz n 
WQ> = [x]re n bn(Q) = 8. Also, if [XL]& then tQ(X)L then xs(tQ :: Q)aL E 
%m(((+(tQ) + a’(tQ))) then xs(tQ :: Q)aLa, $ %nt(cf(tQ :: Q))ag. q 
Given the n<-transition tp :: P & &.I :: P’, the next proposition relates the rele- 
vant substitutions (s([p :: P), a’([p), etc.) computed out of tp :: P with the relevant 
substitutions computed out of t,, :: P’. The result shall be used to show that when- 
ever P, % Ph and Qa -% Qh and, correspondingly, 5p :: P 2 t,, :: P’ and 
tp :: Q & ~$1 .. Q’, the pair (Pa, Qk> is one of those got by Trc(&t :: P’, C&S :: Q’). 
Here, no matter of the concrete naming of the bound entities, we only care of the 
following issues: 
l how (aC(&j ) + a”(&/ )) is related to (a’(<p)+ a”(&)). In other words, we answer 
the question ‘is there a new free name in Pk?’ 
l how card(9%z(ar(&f :: P’))) is related to card(Az(ar(& :: P))). In other words, ‘is 
there one missing restriction more/less in PA?’ 
Proposition 30. Let &J :: P be q-reachable, and let tp :: P --fk tp, :: PI. Also, letting 
a’(5p) be a variable substitution of 5 p, assume that 5 = &J if m tp = 0, and 
5 = EraseY (5~ + (v,Ym(d’(Sp))))v if&f <p = {v}. Then the following holds. 
1. If &j-5 then a’(&!) + aU(5(p~)=ac(5p) + a”(&) and card(Az(ar(& :: P’)))= 
card(An(ar(cp :: P))). 
2. If &I = c + (x, y) with y input placeholder of P then if c(x)1 then ac( &) + 
a”(6~)=ac(5P)+a”(5P)+{5(x)ly} d an card@m(a’(&r:: P’)))=curd(&z(a’(~p:: P))) 
else ac(5,~)+a”(5,~)=ac(SP)+a”([p) and z$[x]tnbn(P) # 0 and [x]tnbn(P’)=0 then 
card(9m(a’(&+ :: P’))) = card(Ym(ar([p :: P))) + 1 else card(&z(ar(&, :: P’))) = 
curd(9m(ar(<p :: P))). 
3. If &/ = 5 + (Y, c) with [ylt = { ~1,. . . , Yn) (n>l> then a’(&Oi-a”(5,/)=ac(5p)+ 
a”([,) + {c/yl,. . . , C/Y,,} and if y E 9om(a’( 5p :: P)) then curd(9kz(a’(&, :: P’))) = 
card(Ym(a’(G :: P))) - 1 else card(A(ar(&) :: P’)))=card(&(ar(tp :: P))). 
Proof. By the definitions of constant, variable and restriction substitutions. q 
Definition 31 (Rooted Strong bisimulation). Let Pl,P2 be z-calculus processes with 
N = fn(P1,Pz). The Strong bisimulation Y is rooted in (5” :: PI, 5” :: P2) iff 
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(<” :: PI,<’ :: P~)EY, and for all (51 :: Pi,& :: P~)EY the following holds: 
l lj :: P: is q-reachable from <” :: Pj where j = 1,2; 
l m<r =All9&, and M 51 =All_l’ &. 
Proposition 32. Let PI,Pz be x-calculus processes with N = fn(P~> P2). Then (5’ :: 
PI) -1: (5 \ :: P2) ifs there exists a Strong bisimulation rooted in ([’ :: PI, 5” :: Pz). 
Proof. In the Early and in the Late instantiation strategies, any new generated constant 
and/or the generation of a new variable is observable. Precisely, the generation of a 
new variable is observable in that it corresponds to the execution of an input action. 
So, by definition of Strong bisimulation, any bisimulation which contains the pair 
(5” :: PI, 4” :: Pz), also contains a Strong bisimulation rooted in (0’ :: PI, t” :: Pl). 
c 
Theorem 33. Let P,,Pz be rc-calculus processes with N = fn(P1, Pz). Then ([’ :: 
P, ) -;; (5” :: P2) implies PI NE P2. 
Proof. By Proposition 32, there exists an Early Strong bisimulation ,Y rooted in (5’ :: 
P1, tb! :: P2). We prove that the relation Trt(Y) (see Translation 1 is an Early bisim- 
ulation. By construction, Trg(,4p) contains (Pl,Pz). It remains to show that, given any 
pair (Pn, Q7() E Tr,(sP) (see [IS]) whenever P, -% Ph with bn(cx) n fn(P,, Qn) = 0, 
some Qnp exists such that Qn % Qh and (Ph, Qk) E Tr:(.Y). 
Suppose that (P,,Qn) E Trt((5p :: P, 5p :: Q)) and let P,,P,,Q,, Qr be as in Re- 
mark 23. Also, let sp = s( tp :: P)o’p~p, R, = 9om(a’(Ep :: P))crp, and sI) = s([Q :: 
Q)$gP, R, = 9orn(d(ire :: Q))oe. 
By Proposition 18, for all (cp :: P,te :: Q)EY, M [p=u tp=@. So in the 
following, both Theorems 27 and 28, shall be applied using the option 5 = tp. The 
same reason justifies the use of Propositions 29 and 30. 
(Free output) 
p, “2 p:, 
By Theorem 27, P (“‘c,?‘) P’ with [CpJ<p and x P=uI, y P=u2 and PA zn 
P; E rsp(R,, [P’]:;::‘) a~). Then, by Proposition 29 and by ur,uz Efn(P,) (see 
[171), Vx-1115~ and 5~(r)-1 
<p::Pp^5 + :: P’ with &J= 5p and p = ((p(x), <p(y)) 
BY (5~ :: P,tQ :: Q) E 9, for some I&! :: Q’, (Q :: Q & &I :: Q’ and 
(&’ :: P’, &’ :: Q’> E 9 and, let%? P = (<&‘>, &&Y’>), tef = tQ by &Ay’) = 
SP(Y)EALE%~P=AU~~Q 
Q (‘*) Q’ with [C]<Q. Also, by Proposition 17, C =CQ Ax’ J, and, by [x’L]cQ 
and 4Q(y’)i and Proposition 29, [x’]te n bn(Q) =8 and x’se, y’sp $! R, 
By Theorem 28 and by <Q(x’) = (p(x), tQ(y’) = tp(y), Proposition 29, xs, = ~1, 
and ys, = u2 Q % Q’ E Q’ E rsp(R > II x 1 i- Q, [Q’]“‘5Q ”” a; % I 
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* By <,f = (P, &Y = 5~, and Proposition 30, (Pk, Qk) E Tq((&., :: P’, &, :: Q’)). 
(Bound output) 
P, isT(w) Pk with w fresh w.r.t. fn(Pz,Qn) 
+ By Theorem 27, P “*ia,cp?xl) P’ with [Cp]lcp and xsp = ~1, and 
- either a=(y), PL + Pi ~rsp(R,, [P’]~~“p)~p{wjysr)), and ys, $! R, 
- or u=y, Pk E, PiErsp(R, \ {ys~},[P’]f,~~~p)~p{w/ysp}), and ys,~R,. 
Then in both cases, tp(y)r and, by Proposition 29 and u1 E fn(P=), 
[Ix IKP 
* 5p::PphS pf :: P’ with 5,f = 5p + (y, Newglp) and p = (up, New%p) 
+ By (5~ :: P,& :: Q) E 9, for some b :: Q’, te :: Q 5 &t :: Q’ and (rp, :: 
P’, &?I :: Q’) E Y and, letting p = (&1(x’), t&y’)), &t = te + (y’, Newgtp) by 
&,(y’) = Newgtp mtp = AIlL& and 
*Q (2) Q’ and [Cl& and either b = (y’), which, by Proposition 17 and def- 
inition of %m(o”(~~ :: Q)), implies that y’.sQ 4 R,, or b = y’ with &(y’)T 
and then y’sQ E R,. Also, by Proposition 17, C = C, AX’ 1, and, by [x’ _1& and 
Proposition 29, [x’]r, f~ bn(Q) = 0 and x’se $Z R, 
is;(w) 
+ By Theorem 28 and by re(x’)= (p(x), Proposition 29, and xsp =ul, Qn ---+ Qi 
with 
- either y’sQ $6 R, and Qk z-Cc Q~~usp(R,,[Q’]~~““cr,{wly’s~~) 
- or y’sQ E R, and Qk + Q: Ersp(R, \ {y’s,}, [Q’]~~““‘c~,{w/y’s,}) 
+ By r,, = 4p + (y,Newgtp), &,/ = 5~ + (y’,New%p), and Proposition 30, 
(Ph, Qh) E Trq((b :: P’, & :: Q’)). 
(Bound input) 
P, ‘3 Pk with w fresh w.r.t. fn(Pn,Qn) 
+ By Theorem 27, P ‘x(Ybcpr\xl) P’ with I[cp]&~ and xsp = u1 and Pi -x P: E rsp(R,, 
[p’l$zP::p) cp{w/ysp}) and, by Proposition 29 and u1 l fn(P,), [x.ljtp 
* 5p::pPhg + :: P’ with t,t = 5p + (y, New9tp) and p = (<p(x), New9lp) 
* BY (5~ :: P,[Q :: Q) E Y, for some tp, :: Q’, 5~ :: Q --% &/ :: Q’ 
and (&f :: P’, & :: Q’) E Y and, letting p = (&~(x’),S&‘)), cei = tp + 
(y’, New?&) by &~(y’) = NewL& and m[p =D~Q 
=S Q @‘*‘) Q’ and [Cl&. Also, by Proposition 17, C = C, AX’ 1, and, by lx’ .1]11$ 
and Proposition 29, [x’]rp n h(Q)=0 and x’s0 $ R, 
U!(W) 
+ By Theorem 28 and by (I = UP, Proposition 29, and xs, = ~1, Qz - 
Qk =, QLEw@,,[QI ' $@Q”,y{w/y’s~}) 
=+ By rp’ = tp + (y, NewSS?tp), &t = 5~ + (y’,New&), and Proposition 30, 
(P& Qh) E Trt(([,f :: P’, c$ :: Q’)). 
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(Free input) 
p, ‘5 p:, 
+ By Theorem 27, P Jx(y%AxI) P’ with [Cp]cp and xsp = ur and PA E, P: E rsp(R,,, 
[P’]“,f”p)c,(z/ys~}) and, by Proposition 29 and ~1 ~fn(P,), i[x1ltp 
=+ [p :: P A tp, :: P’ with cp, = tp + (y,c) and p= (~,D(x),c) with c= New8~p 
if z is fresh w.r.t. fn(P,,Qz), and c=tp(u) otherwise, where u is s.t. z=us,, 
+ By (5~ :: P,& :: Q) E Y, for some tp, :: Q’, 4~ :: Q & tv, :: Q’ and 
(&J :: P’, &,t :: Q’) E Y and, letting p = (<,,(I!), &f(y’)), &t = <e + (y’,c) by 
&(y’)=c 
+ Q (x’(.v’c) Q’ and [C]i&. Also, by Proposition 17, C = C, AX’ 1, and, by ix’ J&J 
and Proposition 29, [x’]m n bn(Q)=B and X’S~ $6 R, 
+ By Theorem 28 and by <e(x’) = <p(x), Proposition 29, and xs, = ~1, Qn z 
Qt _ Qf E rsp(R [Q!]‘(b ::e) 
CT’ %{4Y’%l) 
* B; 4: = ;P + (y, :;, tp/ y te + (y’, c), and Proposition 30, (Ph, Q~)E Tr$‘([,,j :: 
P’, 5p’ :: Q’)). 
(nn4) 
P, -I, P:, 
=+ By Theorem 27, P (3 P’ and [Cp]< and 
- either a =r and Pk E% Pi E rsp(R,, [P’]“,fzYp’a,) 
_ or a = r[x/y] and if [x]t, n h(P) # 0 and [x]rp n bn(P’) =8 then Pi 3, P: E 
rsp(Rr U {wp}, [P’]~~“p) op{wp/xsp, wp,Jysp)) with w, fresh else either PA E, 
P; E rsp(R,, [P’]~~::P)@iY} 0~) or PA --2 Pi E rsp(R,{w,/m,}, [P’]f,(~“p)cp 
{w,/xs,, wp/ysp}) with w, fresh 
=s i’p::PPhir pr :: P’ with p = z and either 4,, = gp or t,, = tp + (x, _y) 
* By (&J :: P,~Q :: Q) E 9, for some <a/ :: Q’, 5,~ :: Q 5 & :: Q’ and p = T 
and (tpf :: P’,tQf :: Q’)ESP 
*Q (a%’ Q’ and iC,j{p and either a’ = T and tp, = 5~ or u’ = r[x’/y’] and 
5uJ = 5e + (x’, Y’) 
+ By Theorem 28 Qn 5 Qh with either Qh E,~ Q: E rsp(R,, [Q’]:lQ “Q)cru) 
or Qh E, Q: E rsp(R, U {wQ}, [Q’]~~“““‘~,{w,/x’s~, wJy’s,}) with w. 
fresh and [x’]t, n bn(Q) # 0 and [x’]t, n bn(Q’) = 0 or Qk q Q: E rsp(R,, 
,,,]r(rQ::9)tx'sQ!p'} 
I 
OL! 
nQ) or Qk --1 QL E rsp(R,{w,,/x's~},[Q'l~~"yi~,{w,/x's,, 
w,/y's,}) with wp fresh 
=S By definition of the relevant substitutions s(&, :: P’),s(<,, :: Q’), d( & :: P’), 
a’(co/ :: Q’), and by Proposition 30, either with r,, = tp or rpj = tp + (x, y) 
and either with &V = &J or tpJ = I$ + (x’, y’), (PA, Qh) E Trs((<+ :: P’, &, :: 
Q')). 0 
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Theorem 34. Let PI, P2 be rc-calculus processes with N = fn(P1, P2). Then (l” :: 
Pl 1 -g (i”” :: P2) implies PI NL P2. 
Proof. By Proposition 32, there exists a Late Strong bisimulation Y rooted in (4 V :: 
PI, 4” :: Pz). We prove that the relation E-t(Y) (see Translation 1) is a Late bisim- 
ulation. By construction the pair (P,,Pz) is included in Z’rc(Y). Letting (Pn,Qz) E 
Tq((lp :: P, 5~ :: Q)) C I&(9’), it remains to show the following [17]. 
1. If P, A Ph and CI is z, Xz or X(w) with w $! fn(P,,Qn), then for some Qh, 
Qn A Qh and <Pk, Qk> E WYP). 
2. If P, 3 Ph and w $ fn(Pn,Qn), then for some Qk, Qn *(w! QA and for all z 
(P;{z/w]> Q:,{~w)) E W(Y). 
Let us first consider the proof of the first clause. 
l If Ally & = 0, then the proof is the same as Theorem 33, but for replacing 
anywhere p by (void, p). The case of free input is obviously skipped. 
l If M tp # 8 then, by definition of rooted bisimulation, AI1_Y <p =m te # 0 
and the proof is the same as Theorem 33 but for the following, where we assume 
that u &D={v : D}. 
- 5p is replaced anywhere, but in s(?& :: P) and a”(lp :: P), by Erase+‘” (5~ + 
(%94OYSP))))U. 
- 5~ is replaced anywhere, but in s(& :: Q) and o’([e :: Q), by EraseV (5~ + 
(%~~(~'(tQ)))h. 
- p is replaced anywhere by (J%(cY(Sp))p) or, equivalently, by ($m((b"(tQ))p), 
the equality of J%z(()#(&)) and h(@(tQ)) depending on the compatibility of 
the two variable substitutions. 
Let us now consider, for either the case M rp = 0 or E lp # 0, the proof of 
‘If P, x(w! PA and w 6 fn(P,,Qn), then for some Qk, Qs .(,! Qk and (Pk, QL) E 
Trg(Y)‘. 
Let ts=tp if M &=0 and $=EraseV (~p+(u,93z(o”(~p))))u if M tp= 
{u}. Analogously, let lT, = tQ if AI1^Y_ (Q = 0 and I$ = EraseV (tQ+(u, &n(o”( <Q))))u 
if M (Q=(u). Also, let #=uoid if M &=a, and #=oU(&)=#([Q) otherwise. 
With these notational conventions, we reread the proof of Theorem 33 for bound input 
actions. 
(Input) 
P, ‘2 PL with w fresh w.r.t. fn(P,, Qn) 
+ By Theorem 27, P ‘x(y%Axl’ Pf with [CP#$ and xs, = ui and Ph f, P: E rsp(R,, 
rp’l~~ ::P) 
(TP{w/JW~}) and, by Proposition 29 and ui E fn(Pn)>, [xl]<; 
* rp::p(r,p)_< + :: P’ with &j =<; + (v,NewY”t;) and p=$(x) 
* BY (5~ :: P,‘tQ :: Q) E 9, for some te/ :: Q’, [Q :: Q (r,p) L& :: Q’ and 
(5,~ :: P’,lQt :: Q’) E Y with p = &t(x’), and tef = lz + (v’, New%$), and 
NewVt; = New”Y[z 
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==+ Q (“(YI’) Q’ and [Cg$. Also, by Proposition 17, C= C,J Ax’l, and, by [x’Jl$ 
and Proposition 29, [x1&; n &r(Q)=@ and x’sp +Z R, 
UI(W) 
+ By Theorem 28 and by $(x’) = c;(x), Proposition 29, and xsp = ~1, Qx - 
Q’ E-r Q’ E rsp(~ 
n I 0, 
[Q~~~Q::Q) 
ah 
%{wly’%)) 
=+ BY t+ = $ + (y, New%$), (a! = <;i + ( y’, New9$), and Proposition 30, 
(Pk, Qh) E Trg((&f :: P’, &+ :: Q’)). 
It now remains to prove that, in the case of input actions, for all z (Pk{z/w}, Q~{z/w}) E 
Try. Recall from the above that if P, “3 Ph then 5~ :: P % (t,, :: P’) with 
xsp=ui, p=&!(x) and (&/ :: P’,&t :: Q’)EY and (Pk,Qh)~Trg((&/ :: P’,tc,f :: Q’)) 
and &H [z=m $={v, : D} where D=m[; U New9sz. 
Then, by simply varying pairs of compatible variable substitutions and admissible 
name substitution, it also holds that for all z (Pk{z/w}, Qk{z/w}) E Trc((&f :: P’, &J :: 
Q’)). We finally have to show that the pairs of the derivatives of (Pk{z/w}, Qk{z/w}) 
are in Trc(Y). This comes by the observability of the actual instantiation of in- 
put parameters. Precisely, suppose that (P,{z/~},Q~{z/w}) was obtained out of the 
translation of ((1 + (z,,v) :: P, & + (zz,uj :: Q) on the ground of the compati- 
ble variable substitutions {c/zi}, {c/zz} and of the admissible name substitution rr”. 
Then, no matter what p is, if 4, + (zi,v) (c,p! lpi :: P’ with (&J :: P’, &,I :: 
Q’) E 9, it holds that c E DE,, n AZl9t,f. Hence, the pairs of derivatives of 
(P,{zlw]> QMwl> are obtained by using on (&/ :: P’, &,I :: Q’) admissible name 
substitutions CJ which are ‘respectful of cr”, i.e. such that Vcj E &m(a) n %mz(o”), 
CjC=L;CTn. C 
From ~-calculus bisimulations to zc-calculus bisimulations 
The aim of this section is to construct a 7c<-calculus bisimulation out of a x-calculus 
bisimulation. Let Y be a rc-calculus bisimulation containing (Pl,Pz). Given a pair 
(P,, Qn) E Y, if P, and Qn are derivatives of PI and P2, we primarily need to 
know which should be the syntactic structure of the processes obtained by deriva- 
tions from PI and P2 analogous to those which led to P, and Qn, but where no 
name instantiation (but decoration of bound names of replicated agents) had ever 
been applied. The following definition is meant to identify such a syntactic 
structure. 
n rimes 
Notation. We use the operator (__)*“” as a short-hand for (. . . (__F .)de’. So that 
(P)dec” = P. The same operation is sometimes applied to sets of names, meaning the 
decoration of all the elements of the set. 
Definition 35. Let P be a n-calculus process. The set sub(P) is defined in Table 8, 
where n stays for a positive integer. 
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Table 8 
Definition of sub(P) 
sub(P) = case P in 
0 : (0) 
cc.Pl : {Or} Usub(P,) 
[x=z]Pl : {[x=z]P,} Usub(P,) 
PI +Pz : {P, +P2} Usub(P1) U sub(P2) 
PI (Pz : {PI 1P2) U {Pi lP; 1 (Pi E sub(P1) and Ps E P2) or 
(PI E PI and Pi Esub(P2)) or 
(Pi Esub(P1) and Pi Esub(P2))) 
(Y)PI : {(YY’I 1 U {(YY’; I J’; E=4f’I 1) u sub@‘1 1 
!PI : {!P~}U{(P~~!(PI)~~~~)IP~ES~~(~~~(P,,~- 1))) 
end-case 
where 
rep(P, j) = case j in 
j=o : {P} 
j > 0 : {(P’ J(P)dec’ ) / P’ E rep(P, j - 1)) 
end-case 
Notice that sub((y)P~) non deterministically removes the restriction on y. This 
is meant to simulate scope openings. Anyway, as in the rc-calculus restrictions can 
reappear due to closing communications, once again we use the construction rsp of 
Definition 21. Indeed, to many extents, the following formalization upsets that which 
was previously used in order to translate z[-caIculus bisimulations into rc-calculus 
ones. 
Definition 36 ((Pj, P,, R, s, a)-dual of P,). Let Pi, P, be 7c-calculus processes. The pro- 
cess P E sub(Pj) is a (Pi, P,, R, s, a)-dual of P, if a set of names R and name substi- 
tutions s, o exist such that P, --r P,. E rsp(R, [P]so) where, letting Res be the set of 
the restricted names of Pj, 
l R C Ukao (Res \ bn(P))deck, 
l gam(s), Barn(o) !G LJk>O (b4Pj))deck, 
l An(s) Cr bn(P), 
l -ain CR U (Jlr \ Uk>O (4Pi))deck ). 
Given a process P which is a (Pj,Pr,R,s, o)-dual of P,, we have to build an envi- 
ronment where to plunge P. As we first deal with Early bisimulations, it is a matter 
of forcing names and constants (not variables) into the suitable equivalence classes. 
Initial constants may be easily associated with names. Run-time constants require some 
care. 
Notice that the substitutions s and c of Definition 36 resemble the substitutions 
s(5p :: P) and o’(<p :: P)c#‘((cf(tp) f o”(Sp))t~“) of Definition 24, respectively. So to 
speak, only the fragment of c which actually corresponds to (oc(lp) + rY(<p))a” has 
to be used to force constants into equivalence classes. Precisely, 9.(o) can contain 
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both names in R and names which are fresh, i.e. which were generated during the 
derivation of P, from Pi. The flavour of those last names is expected to be rendered 
by run-time constants. This discussion is formalized below. 
Definition 37 ((N, Rp,sp, ap)-environment for P,.). Let N 5 .,C, and R, C JIRi, and 
sp, op be name substitutions, and P, be a 7c-calculus process. Also, take F = {x 1 x E 
9orn(,ap) and xap 6 Rp}. Then, a (N,Rp,sP,up)-environment Jbr P, is defined as 
follows. 
l If F = 0, then the only (N, Rp,sp, gp)-environment for P, is given by s’ = < ’ + 
{(x,y) Iy=xs, or (y=xap and xapER,) or (yap=xop and xap @ Rp)}. 
l If F # 0 then choose any ordering (xl,. . . ,x,) of its elements. An (N, R,,,s,.. IJP )- 
environment for P, is given by the following recurrence: 
Let [p be an (N, R,, sp, ap)-environment for P, and te be an (N, R,, sy, o,)-environment 
for Q,., where R, C A$,,, and sQ, aQ are name substitutions, and Qr is a rc-calculus pro- 
cess. Then, <p and te are compatible iff Atp = mt, and ‘dx E 9om(ap), Vy E 
%m(a,), (xap @ bn(P,) and ya, $! bn(Qr) and xop =~a,) implies (p(x)= g,(y). 
Notice that in Definition 37 the requirement of compatibility on environments 
amounts to ask for two things: 
1. the same number of constants must have been generated reaching rp and Cg resp. 
from <‘ ; 
2. the same constant has to be associated with those names which are mapped by 
ap and ap in the same target name, either if the target is free in P, and/or Q,. or if it 
does not occur in one/both of them. 
Also observe that distinct (N, RP,sP, op)-environments for P,. may associate the same 
name with distinct constants of 9,,,,. This degree of freeness is due to the fact that we 
do not know the actual order in which bound names became free. 
Translation 2 (From Early ~-calculus to 7r[-calculus). Let PI, P2 be n-calculus pro- 
cesses with N = fn(P~, Pz), and let 9 be an Early bisimulation containing (PI. Pz). 
Then 
Tr,((PI,P2)39?= u Tr,(lPI,P2),(Pm at>> 
(p,,Qn)E.Y 
where Tr,((P,,P:),(P,,QA)) is the set of pairs (& :: P,(Q :: Q) such that, letting 
i,j=1,2 and i # j, 
l P is a (Pi,Pr,R,,s,,ap)-dual of P,, and Q is a (Pj,Qr, R,,s,, a,)-dual of Qn, 
l <p is an (N,R,,sp,ap)-environment for P,, and (Q is an (N,R,,s,,o,)-environment 
for Qr, 
l & and (Q are compatible. 
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Remark 38. By construction, if ({p :: P, 5~ :: Q) E TrE((P1, P2), (P,, en)) then 
l P, z, P, ~rsp((9om(d(gp :: P)))d([p :: P), [P]“(5p”p)o’(5p :: P)(&(&=)a”)) and 
. Qn -_a Qr l rsp((%m(a’(t~ :: Q)))or(le :: Q), [Ql”‘S’“P’a’(~p :: Q)(oc(te)a”)) 
where P, and Q,. are without homonymy of names, and o” is an admissible name 
substitution for -ain(o”(~p)) U h(a”(&)), and the restriction substitutions a’(& :: 
P), a’(& :: Q) were computed fixing a particular choice for the canonical representative 
cr (see Definition 22). 
The above remark (see Remark 23) allows us to reuse (simplified versions of) most 
of the previous results. Precisely, all the constructions going from Definition 24 to 
Proposition 30. Hence, we can suddenly prove the ‘only if’ direction of Theorem 7. 
Theorem 39. Let Pi,P2 be z-calculus processes with N = fn(P,,P2). Then PI NE Pz 
implies (t” :: PI) -$ (5” :: P2). 
Proof. Let Y be an Early bisimulation containing (Pi, P2). Then the relation Tr,((Pl, 
P2),9) contains the pair (5” :: P,,lN :: P2). The proof that Tr,((Pi,P2),Y) is an 
Early Strong bisimulation is based on a case analysis of the actions performed by any 
rcr-process <p :: P such that (5~ :: P,~Q :: Q)E Tr,((Pl,P2),(P,,Q=>>. Such a proof 
is a straightforward upset of the proof of Theorem 33. Precisely, each case has the 
following structure. 
Suppose 5p :: P -% &I :: P’ is given. 
+ P “3’ P’ with a certain relation among a~ and p, and with [Cp]l<p. Also, if 
crp # r and clp # r[x/y], then, by Propositions 17 and 29, the hypotheses of 
Theorem 28 are met 
+ By Theorem 28, P, 2 Pi with a precise relation between ~+,a, (i.e. between p 
and c(,) and between P’,PL 
+ By (Pz, Qx) E Y, a matching transition Qn -% Qk exists 
+ By Theorem 27, and eventually using Proposition 29 if a, # r, Q ‘~~’ Q, with 
i[C&$, and some relation between aQ, C& and between Q’, Qk. Then 5~ :: Q -% 
&,’ :: Q’ 
+ By [17], P, 3 Pi implies fn(PA) C fn(P,) U bn(/I), and by Proposition 30, and 
by (P;,Q;)EY, (<pj :: P’,&f :: Q’)ET~,((P,,P~),Y). 0 
It now remains to deal with the Late instantiation schema. The difference w.r.t. the 
Early case concerns the presence of variables into environments. Then, on top of the 
encoding of Translation 3, we construct a new translation which gets the flavour of 
variables too. 
Translation 3 (From Late ~-calculus to zt-calculus). Let PI, P2 be rc-calculus pro- 
cesses with N = fn(P,,Pz), and let Y be a Late bisimulation containing (Pl,P2). 
The translation Tr,((Pi, P2), 9) is given by Tr,((Pi, Pz), 9”) plus the pairs defined as 
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follows. For each subset of Tr,((Pt , PZ ), 9) of the shape 
U (C’P + (Y,C> :: P,[p + (z,c) :: Q) 
ctAI/C/<p u New$zp - _. 
add to Tr,((PI, I%), Y) also the pair (5~ + (y, u : 0) :: P, &J + (z, 2: : D) :: Q). c 
Before showing that the above translation of a given Late bisimulation is a Strong 
Late bisimulation, we need two intermediate results. The first shall be used to prove 
that any replacement of constants by variable is not ‘harmful’. The second extends the 
result of Proposition 30 to the case rp :: P -% <p + (y,NewV<p) :: P’. 
Proposition 40. Let 5 + (y, v : m< u New30 :: P be a x4-calculus process and let 
4, = EraseV (5 + (y, u) + (u, c))u, where c E mt U NewG@ and u [ = 0. Then 
i;+(y,u)::P!C’I))-t’::P’ ifl &::PP[‘::P’. 
Proof. By definition of yL and of 6,. 17 
Proposition 41. Let tp :: P O_ (5 ,,f :: P’) = (< + (y, NewV< : D) :: P’), where, 
if E [p = 8, then < = &J and # = void, otherwise, if m <p = {u}, then 5 = 
EraseV (&J + (u,An((~~(~p))))u and # = An(a”(~p :: P)). Then &‘(I&~) + aD(tpJ) = 
a’(5,~>+&‘(~p)+{c/y} with CED and card(An(d(t,/ :: P’)))=card(Ym(ar(<p :: P))) 
Proof. By the definitions of constant, variable and restriction substitutions. 0 
Theorem 42. Let PI, P2 be ~-calculus processes with N = fn(P1, Pz). Then PI i, P2 
implies (5” :: PI) -i: (t” :: PI). 
Proof. Let Y be a Late bisimulation containing (PI, P2). Then, the relation Tr,((P,, Pz), 
9) contains the pair (5” :: PI, 5” :: Pz). Also, given any pair (tp :: P,[,J :: Q) E 
Tr,((P,, P2),(Pn,Qn)), by definition, either m 5~ = M re = 0 or M tp = 
&c te = {U : D}. In both cases the proof that Tr,((P, , P2 ), Y) is a Strong Late 
bisimulation is based on a case analysis of the actions performed by rp :: P. 
(a) If m <p = 0, then the schema of the proof of each case is the same as that 
outlined in Theorem 39. The only novelty here w.r.t. such a skeleton is the following. In 
the case of an input action, in order to infer that the pair of derivatives of (&J :: P, <,J :: 
Q) is in the relation Tr,((P1,P2),9’), Proposition 41 is used instead of Proposition 30. 
(b) If m <p = {U : D} then the proof of each case follows the schema below. 
- Suppose that tp :: P % &I :: PI. 
- Then, by Proposition 40, Erase-Y” (<p + (u,c))u :: P A &J :: P’, and, rea- 
soning as in the above item, one gets EraseV (&~+(v, c))v :: Q --% tg, :: Q’ 
with (<,, :: P’, &f :: Q’) E Tr,((P~,P2),9). Finally, again by Proposition 40, 
& :: Q -% cc, :: Q’. q 
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Proof of Theorem 7. By Theorems 33 and 39. 0 
Proof of Theorem 8. By Theorems 34 and 42. 0 
C: Section 3 
The proof of Theorem 10 is based on the construction of vi-reachable environments 
from q,-reachable ones. So we start with a result on the structure of q,-reachable 
environments. 
Proposition 43. Let t be an %-reachable nvironment. Then the following holds. 
1. Either m (=0 or M ~={vI : DI ,..., v, : D,,,} with DI c...cD,. 
2. Any equivalence class of <, either dejined-by-constant or not, may contain more 
than one variable. 
Proof. By hypothesis 3P*,P,N such that N > fn(P*), and 5 :: P can be derived in n 
steps (n > 0) from 5” :: P*. The proofs of the statements are by induction on n. 
1. For the first statement notice that if a new variable is created in 5, then its type is 
&( U Newg(, and, by definition of the function m, all the types of the variables 
in E { are subsets of MC. 
2. The second statement is a straightforward consequence of the definitions of the 
evaluation function and of v],. 0 
Recall, by Proposition 18, that any q,-reachable environment 5, contains at most one 
variable. Also, by Proposition 43, we can always recognize the last generated variable 
of a given q,-reachable environment &, say v,. So, starting from &, we construct 
q,-reachable environments as follows: 
l any variable in M rz \ {urn} is substituted by a constant; 
l v, can be either substituted by a constant or left unchanged. 
Again by Proposition 43, any Uj E u & may be such that [Vj]tZ n 9 = {cj}. If 
this is the case, then the constant which substitutes Uj is just cj, otherwise Uj may 
be substituted by any constant in its type. Before formalizing this construction we fix 
some notational conventions. 
Notation. Let < be an r,-reachable environment, and let g be a substitution from 
variables to constants. Then, 50 is the environment defined as follows. 
‘O= 
5 if g is empty 
(EraseV (5 + (v,c))v)o’ if ~={c/v}cr’. 
Definition 44 (Lazy variable substitution). Let ( be an q,-reachable environment. 
Then a lazy variable substitution for 4 is defined as follows. 
l If m (=fl then the only lazy variable substitution for 5 is the empty substitution. 
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l If A1I-Y_ <={Q : D1,...,v, : D,,,} with DI c...cD,, then a lazy variable substitu- 
tion r~ for [ is defined as u = (T”’ (5). . .d’” (5) where 
~ al’/(<) is the substitution (u,/u,} with a, = s(yi) if [v,]< is defined-by-constant, 
and a, = c, ED, otherwise, 
- k is either m or m - 1, 
- Vi,j=l,...,k, u,E[~j]: implies c,rr”~(~)=f+a”,(<). 
Translation 4 (From Lazy to Late). Let Y be a Strong Lazy bisimulation for 
q,-reachable ret-calculus processes. The translation Tr, of Y is given by the union 
of the translations of the pairs of 9’. For (5~ :: P, 5~ :: Q)EY, Ty7((Sp :: P, <p :: Q)) 
is the set of pairs (&a :: P, tp :: Q) such that D is a lazy variable substitution for both 
<P and 5~. 
We can now prove that, given a Strong Lazy bisimulation 9, the relation Tr,(.Y’) 
is a Strong Late bisimulation. The main issue of the proof is about the relation among 
the Early-Late evaluation function and the Lazy evaluation function. 
Proposition 45. Let (T be a lazy variable substitution jtir c, and C be an obligation. 
Also, if m (<a) = 0, then take CL = (a and c~’ = g, if A (40) = { vm : D,}, then 
take 5, = Erase?“ ((a + (vm,c,))v, and cr’ = cr{c,,,/v,,,} where c, E D,. Then, l\C]<, 
$7 IZ + UC]‘4 + C~~~~(~i’)(vj, VjO') # 8. 
Proof. The statement depends on the definitions of [__I__, of [__j’_-, and of lazy vari- 
able substitution. Then consider the two evaluation functions. Once noted the correspon- 
dence among true and the empty relation & and that among false and the inconsistent 
relation a, the only interesting difference between [_-I-- and [[--~‘__ raises from the eval- 
uation of obligations of the shape x = y when it is the case that (t(x)1 and c(y) 1). 
So, assume this is the case. Then r + [[.x= yJ’< # c iff [x]~ and [.y]r are either 
- both defined-by-constant and [xl< n 9 = [y]~ n 9, or 
- both defined-by-variable, or 
- one is defined-by-variable and the other is defined-by-constant. 
Then the thesis, by definition of lazy variable substitution and of c’. 0 
Proof of Theorem 10. Let Y be a Lazy Strong bisimulation. We show that Tr,(,Y) 
(see Translation 5) is a Late Strong bisimulation, then the thesis by Theorem 8 and 
the fact that Late bisimilarity implies Early bisimilarity [IS]. 
Let (& :: P,~Q :: Q) be any pair in 9’ with AII-Y_ &={rr : Dl,...,v, : Dm} and 
Dr c: . CD,,,. Also, assume (tpa :: P, <QCT :: QjE Trz((<p :: P, te :: Q)). Moreover, if 
J&L (&r) =8, then take 5, = &~a and 0 = CT, otherwise, if & (l~cr) = {u, : D,,,}, 
then take <,, = EraseY (&NJ + (v,,c,,,))v,,, and cr’=rr{c,/v,} where c, ED,. 
(LP) 
Now suppose <pa :: P -i>i <i, :: P’ 
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=+ P (‘2) P’ and [Cp]& and & is given by 5,4-R with R, depending on c(p, either 
empty or of the shape (~,a) 
By Proposition 45, no inconsistency arises in tp + [Cp~z[p + &om(V,)(~~,~jcr’), 
=+ 
then also tp + [C’p~‘~p # a, i.e. [p :: P can move in 
So 5p :: P Lz &J :: P’ with <,, = rp + [Cp~z[p 
f (vlo’, . . ..v.a’)=p 
BY (5~ :: P,i”Q :: Q) E 9, <Q :: Q f’_~ tef :: Q’ 
of the two functions assures that M [p = E (Q. Then, by definition of 
lazy variable substitution, &‘“J (&a) = M ((Qo). Also, Q (‘*’ Q’ with 
5~ + ~CQII~~Q + ~~~a~)(~jyvj~') # E 
=+ Letting <Q~ = <Qa if u (lea) = 8, and 5, = EraseV ((Qa + (vm,~m))vm oth- 
(#Q,d 
erwise, 5Qa :: Q --DL r:, :: Q’ with flp = flQ by definition of tpL and 4, and 
(l:, :: P’, <LL :: Q’) E Trz((&t :: P’, tQ, :: Q’)) by construction. 0 
D: Section 4 
the Lazy transition system. 
+ R, and, by construction, 
with f’ = f. The equality 
Proof of Theorem 11. Assuming that lr and (2 are distinct q-reachable environments, 
we first determine the rr-calculus process P which extensionally distinguish 51 :: P and 
52 :: P. 
l If [xl{, is undefined and [x& is defined, then P f ~y.0. 
l If y E [x]t, and y $ [xl<*, then P = (Xy.OJy(w).O) for w such that [w]~, = {w} 
(j= 1,2). 
We now have to prove the reachability of tj :: P (j = 1,2). Let N = {Z(c) Ic E 
(mtr U AlZCZi&) n 9,} where z is the bijective mapping of Definition 4. First of 
all, given an environment 5, we show how to determine a process Q such that t,” :: 
Q --D,*, 5 :: Q’, where Q’ E (R)__ or Q’ E (R)(__I__), and (R) is a short-hand 
for (x1). . . (xl), and the holes ‘__’ are meant to be filled by the actions of one of 
the above processes P. Precisely, if any undefined equivalence class of 5 contains 
only one element, then Q is a sequential process, otherwise Q can be thought of as 
an agent whose shape is (R)(___). Let us consider this second and more general 
case. 
1. (Actions forcing names into equivalence classes) For any equivalence class [Xi]5 
such that card([xj]< n N)>2, choose any ordering of the elements of [Xj]t n N, 
say (Xjl, . . ,xj,), and append to the left and to the right partners, respectively, the 
sequences XjlXjl.Xjl(Xjg).... 
- 
XjlXj(m_1) and Xjl(Xj2).XjlXj2....3Cjl(Xj~). Also, if [(Xj)T, 
then put Xjl in R. 
2. (Actions forcing constants and variables into equivalence classes) 
_ If (&< n ~3,,~)=0, then nothing has to be done. Otherwise, run-time gener- 
ated constants and variables have to be forced into equivalence classes. First 
of all notice that (mt rl 9.r) # 0 implies N # 0. In fact, if N = 8, 
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then no name is initially free, hence no input or bound output can fire, i.e. 
(mt n %) = 0. 
- Under the hypothesis (Mt n %) # 0, let D,w = (cl,. , c,.) be the ordered 
sequence of the run-time generated constants in Mt. Starting from DRT 
construct the new sequence A = (al,. ,a,) as follows. For j = 1.. ,t-, let 
aj = nj : Di if rj : Dj E All-Y- r and C, E Dj and either cj is the only run-time - 
generated constant in Dj or any other run-time generated constant (‘1 E D, is 
s.t. I < j, otherwise let aj = cl. 
Assume now that aj E [yj]t for j = 1,. . ,Y. Also, choose a name z s.t. [z]: n 
2, # 8, (recall that by N # 0 such a name does exist). Respecting the 
ordering of A, append the following actions to the bottom of the left sequence 
constructed as above. 
If aj = U, : Dj then append z(y/). 
If aj =Cj then append “yj, and also, if [y,]< = { y,,c,}, then put y, in R. 
By construction, 4 :: Q’ can be derived by the rc<-calculus process t‘ :: Q built as 
above. Hence, the reachability of lj :: P (j = 1,2) is guaranteed by appending in the 
obvious way the actions of P to those of the agents obtained by applying the above 
algorithm to <i and to 52, respectively. q 
Proof of Theorem 13. (Soundness) We have first to introduce the inference rules for 
the auxiliary operators (see Table 9). Then the soundness proof is standard. 
(Completeness) We call head normal form (shortly hnf) any expression of the form 
where each Sj is again of the same form, and S = < :: 0 whenever J = 0. 
The idea of the proof [l] is the following one: we first show that (i) II is a head- 
normalizing theory, then we prove that (ii) any pair of bisimilar expressions in hnf are 
identified by the laws of Il. 
(i) We say that an agent P is in normal form (shortly nf), whenever 
P=C O,.Pi 
[El 
Table 9 
The operational semantics of auxiliary operators 
Pl AP, p, 5 P2, Pi 5 P; 
P, PZP,lP P, 11 P; ,i P2 1 Pi 
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where Pi is again in normal form and P =0 if I = 0. By using the equational theory 
l7, any agent P can be expressed in nf. The proof is by induction on the structure of 
agents. The non-trivial steps concern parallel compositions (e.g. PI 1 Pz) and restricted 
processes (e.g. (x)P). These operators can be eliminated from all terms by pushing their 
occurrences as deep as possible inside the structure (axioms EX, A2, A3,02,03,04 and 
respectively R, A4, A5, D5, D6), and removing them at the end (axiom IN). Hence, the 
thesis. 
A similar argument is used to prove that any expression 5 :: P can be reduced in 
hnf. In fact, let P=Ci oi.Pi be the nf of P. Then 
and, by repeatedly using the axioms D and U, we obtain 
The same procedure can be applied to reduce each summand 5’ :: Pi, then the thesis 
follows. 
(ii) It is enough to show that the sub-theory of L’ consisting in Sl - S4 is complete 
for state expressions in hnf. The proof follows the well-known result of [12]. q 
Proof of Corollaries 14 and 15. By Theorems 13, and 7, and Theorem 8. 0 
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